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NOTES ON THE THEORY, METHOD OF FIELD OPERATION,

AND PRESENTATION OF DATA 

FOR THE INDUCED POLARIZATION METHOD

Induced Polarization as a geophysical measurement refers 

to the blocking action or polarization of metallic or electronic 

conductors in a medium of ionic solution conduction.

This electro-chemical phenomenon occurs wherever

electrical current is passed through an area which contains metallic 

minerals such as base metal sulphides. Normally, when current is 

passed through the ground, as in resistivity measurements, all of the 

conduction takes place through ions present in the water content of the 

rock, or soil, i.e. by ionic conduction. This is because almost all 

minerals have a much higher specific resistivity than ground water, 

The group of minerals commonly described as "metallic", however, 

have specific resistivities much lower than ground waters. The 

induced polarization effect takes place at those interfaces where the 

mode of conduction changes from ionic in the solutions filling the 

interstices of the rock to electronic in the metallic minerals present
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in the rock.

The blocking action or induced polarization mentioned 

above, which depends upon the chemical energies necessary to allow 

the ions to give up or receive electrons from the metallic surface, 

increases with the time that a d.c. current is allowed to flow through 

the rock; i.e. as ions pile up against the metallic interface the 

resistance to current flow increases. Eventually, there is enough 

polarization in the form of excess ions at the interfaces, to appreciably 

reduce the amount of current flow through the metallic particle. This 

polarization takes place at' each of the infinite number of solution-metal 

interfaces in a mineralized rock.

When the d.c. voltage used to create this d.c. current 

flow is cut off, the Coulomb forces between the charged ions forming 

the polarization cause them to return to their normal position. This 

movement of charge creates a small current flow which can be 

measured on the surface of the ground as a decaying potential difference.

From an alternate viewpoint it can be seen that if the 

direction of the current through the system is reversed repeatedly 

before the polarization occurs, the effective resistivity of the system 

as a whole will change as the frequency of the switching is changed. 

This is a consequence of the fact that the amount of current flowing 

through each metallic interface depends upon the length of time that 

current has been passing through it in one direction.
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The values of the per cent frequency effect or F.E. are 

a measurement of the polarization in the rock mass. However, since 

the measurement of the degree of polarization is related to the apparent 

resistivity of the rock mass it is found that the metal factor values or 

M.F. are the most useful values in determining the amount of 

polarization present in the rock mass. The MF values are obtained by 

normalizing the F.E. values for varying resistivities.

The induced polarization measurement is perhaps the most 

powerful geophysical method for the direct detection of metallic 

sulphide mineralization, even when this mineralization is of very 

low concentration. The lower limit of volume per cent sulphide 

necessary to produce a recognizable IP anomaly will vary with the 

geometry and geologic environment of the source, and the method of 

executing the survey. However, sulphide mineralization of less than 

one per cent by volume has been detected by the IP method under 

proper geological conditions.

The greatest application of the IP method has been in the 

search for disseminated metallic sulphides of less than 2Q7, by volume. 

However, it has also been used successfully in the search for massive 

sulphides in situations where, due to source geometry, depth of source, 

or low resistivity of surface layer, the EM method cannot be successfully 

applied. The ability to differentiate ionic conductors, such as water 

filled shear zones, makes the IP method a useful tool in checking EM
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anomalies which are suspected of being due to these causes.

In normal field applications the IP method does not 

differentiate between the economically important metallic minerals 

such as chalcopyrite, chalcocite, molybdenite, galena, etc., and the 

other metallic minerals such as pyrite. The induced polarization effect 

is due to the total of all electronic conducting minerals in the rock mass. 

Other electronic conducting materials which can produce an IP response 

are magnetite, pyrolusite, graphite, and some forms of hematite.

In the field procedure, measurements on the surface are

made in a way that allows the effects of lateral changes in the properties 

of the ground to be separated from the effects of vertical changes in the 

properties. Current is applied to the ground at two points in distance 

(X) apart. The potentials are measured at two points (X) feet 

apart, in line with the current electrodes is an integer number (n) times 

the basic distance (X).

The measurements are made along a surveyed line, with 

a constant distance (nX) between the nearest current and potential 

electrodes. In most surveys, several traverses are made with various 

values of (n); i.e. (n) - 1,2,3,4, etc. The kind of survey required 

(detailed or reconnaissance) decides the number of values of (n) used.

In plotting the results, the values of apparent resistivity, 

apparent per cent frequency effect, and the apparent metal factor
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measured for each set of electrode positions are plotted at the 

intersection of grid lines, one from the center point of the current 

electrodes and the other from the center point of the potential electrodes. 

(See Figure A). The resistivity values are plotted at the top of the data 

profile, above the percent frequency effect. On a third line, below the 

percent frequency effect, are plotted the values of the metal factor values. 

The lateral displacement of a given value is determined by the location 

along the survey line of the center point between the current and potential 

electrodes. The distance of the value from the line is determined by the 

distance (nX) between the current and potential electrodes when the 

measurement was made.

The separation between sender and receiver electrodes is 

only one factor which determines the depth to which the ground is being 

sampled in any particular measurement. The plots then, when contoured, 

are not section maps of the electrical properties of the ground under 

the survey line. The interpretation of the results from any given survey 

must be carried out using the combined experience gained from field 

results, model study results and the theoretical investigations. The 

position of the electrodes when anomalous values are measured is 

important in the interpretation.

In the field procedure, the interval over which the potential 

differences are measured is the same as the interval over which the 

electrodes are moved after a series of potential readings has been made.
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One of the advantages of the induced polarization method is that the 

same equipment can be used for both detailed and reconnaissance surveys 

merely by changing the distance (X) over which the electrodes are moved 

each time. In the past, intervals have been used ranging from 25 feet 

to 2000 feet for (X). In each case, the decision as to the distance (X) 

and the values of (n) to be used is largely determined by the expected 

size of the mineral deposit being sought, the size of the expected anomaly 

and the speed with which it is desired to progress.

The diagram in Figure A demonstrates the method used

in plotting the results. Each value of the apparent resistivity, apparent 

percent frequency effect, and apparent metal factor effect is plotted and 

identified by the position of the four electrodes when the measurement 

was made. It can be seen that the values measured for the larger values 

of (n) are plotted farther from the line indicating that the thickness of 

the layer of the earth that is being tested is greater than for the smaller 

values of (n); i.e. the depth of the measurement is increased.

The IP measurement is basically obtained by measuring the 

difference in potential or voltage (AV )obtained at two operating 

frequencies. The voltage is the product of the current through the ground 

and the apparent resistivity of the ground. Therefore in field situations 

where the current is very low due to poor electrode contact, or the 

apparent resistivity is very low, or a combination of the two effects; the 

value of (AV ) the change in potential will be too small to be measurable. 

The symbol "TL" on the data plots indicates this situation.



In some situations spurious noise, either man made or natural, 

will render it impossible to obtain a reading. The symbol "N" on the 

data plots indicates a station at which it is too noisy to record a reading. 

If a reading can be obtained, but for reasons of noise there is some doubt 

as to its accuracy, the reading is bracketed in the data plot ( ).

In certain situations negative values of Apparent Frequency 

Effect are recorded. This may be due to the geologic environment or 

spurious electrical effects. The actual negative frequency effect value 

recorded is indicated on the data plot, however, the symbol "NEG" is 

indicated for the corresponding value of Apparent Metal Factor. In 

contouring negative values the contour lines are indicated .to the nearest 

positive value in the immediate vicinity of the negative value.

The symbol "NR" indicates that for some reason the operator 

did not attempt to record a reading although normal survey procedures 

would suggest that one was required. This may be due to inaccessible 

topography or other similar reasons. Any symbol other than those 

discussed above is unique to a particular situation and is described within 

the body of the report.
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1. Introduction
A reconnaissance induced polarization and resistivity 

survey (using x s 200 feet; n s 1,2,3,4,5) has been completed 
on twelve lines at the Ghost River Property in the Harker- 

Garrison Area of Ontario. To the northeast, gold mineraliza 
tion has been located, associated with metallic sulphide 

and/or graphite mineralization zones. These zones can be 

detected using the phase IP technique. The reconnaissance 

phase IP survey at the Ghost River Grid was planned to 

locate, and outline, any similar zones of metallic minerali 

zation that might be present.

The field measurements were completed during July 1987, 

by Walcer Geophysics Ltd., using a phase IP system (IPT-1; 

IPV-2; MG-2) manufactured by Phoenix Geophysics Ltd. The 

reconnaissance IP survey was completed using the dipole- 
dipole electrode configuration with x - 200 feet, n ~ 

1,2,3,4,5.

2. Presentation of Results

The reconnaissance induced polarization and resistivity 
results are shown on the enclosed data plots. The results 

have been plotted using the pseudosection format.
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Line 36W 200 feet electrode interval 
Line 32W 200 feet electrode interval- 

Line 24W 200 feet electrode interval 

Line 16W 200 feet electrode interval 

Line 8W 200 feet electrode interval 

Line 8E 200 feet electrode interval 

Line 12E 200 feet electrode interval 

Line 20E 200 feet electrode interval 
Line 28E 200 feet electrode interval 

Line 36E 200 feet electrode interval 

Line 44E 200 feet electrode interval 

Baseline 200 feet electrode interval

Also enclosed with this report is Dwg. I.P.P. 8748, a 

plan map of the Ghost Grid at a scale of I" s 500 feet. The 

definite, probable and possible Induced Polarization anoma 

lies are indicated by bars, in the manner shown on the 

legend, on this plan map as well as on the data plots. These 

bars represent the surface projection of the anomalous zones 

as interpreted from the location of the transmitter and 
receiver electrodes when the anomalous values were measured.

Since the Induced Polarization measurement is essentially 
an averaging process, as are all potential methods, it is 

frequently difficult to exactly pinpoint the source of an 
anomaly. Certainly, no anomaly can be located with more 

accuracy than the electrode interval length; i.e. when using 

200 foot electrode intervals the position of a narrow 

sulphide body can only be determined to lie between two 

stations 200 feet apart. In order to definitely locate, and 

fully evaluate, a narrow, shallow source it is necessary to 

use shorter electrode intervals. In order to locate sources 

at some depth, larger electrode intervals must be used, with 

a corresponding increase in the uncertainties of location. 

Therefore, while the centre of the indicated anomaly probably
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corresponds fairly well with source, the length of the 

indicated anomaly along the line should not be taken to 

represent the exact edges of the anomalous material.

The topographical information shown on Dwg. IPP 8748 has 

been taken from maps made available by the staff of Perrex 
Resources Inc.

3. Discussion of Results

Over much of the Ghost River Grid, the apparent resis 

tivity pseudosections confirm the presence of a relatively 

thick surface layer of conductive glacial overburden. This 
"horizontal character" for the contours on the apparent 

resistivity pseudosections can be seen along the entire 

length of Line 32W and Line 36E.

At some locations, the contour pattern suggests that the 

high resistivity bedrock lies near the surface {see Line 8E, 

4+OOS to 3+OON and Line 20E, 2+OOS to 8+OON). At a few 

positions, there were high apparent resistivity values 

measured for (n = l); this would indicate the presence of 

outcrop, with little, or no, conductive overburden (see Line 
12E, 14+OOS to 7+OOS).

There were no strong, definite IP anomalies located 

during the reconnaissance survey. There were a few low 

magnitude IP anomalies that suggest narrow, shallow sources; 

these weak anomalies may warrant further investigation:

Anomaly Position Comments Classification

Line 12E, 13+OOS High resistivity area A

Line 36W, 14+OOS O.B. Area A

Line 8W, 3 + OOS Narrow, shallow, weak B

Line 8E, 11+OON Narrow, shallow, weak B

Line 28E, 13+OOS May correlate to others B

Line 44E, 1+OOS S, 3+OOS Narrow, shallow, weak B



It is not obvious that any of these anomalies can be 
correlated from line to line to form zones; there does seem 

to be a group of anomalies at approximately 11+OOS to 13+OOS 

on several lines.

4. Conclusions and Recommendations

It is difficult to fully evaluate possible narrow sources 

from reconnaissance results measured with (x * 200 feet). 
The sources can be better located, and more fully evaluated/ 

by making detailed measurements with shorter electrode 

intervals (perhaps with a dipole interval of 150 feet or 100 

feet).

The anomaly positions shown on the plan map should be 

correlated with the available geological, geochemical, and 

geophysical information to determine if further investigation 

is warranted.

Philip G. 

Consulting G'

Dated: September 6, 1987
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Abstract:

Many, perhaps even most, of the gold deposits discovered in Canada 

in recent years are associated with metallic sulphide mineralization. 

This is certainly true of the new ore zones located in two regions of 

recent exploration activity (Hemlo Area of Ontario and the Val D'Or Area 

of Quebec). The metallic mineral zone itself, will almost always have a 

true IP effect. Upon rare occasions, it is possible that no IP effect 

will be detectable, if intense, late silicification has taken place. 

The detectability of a zone that is anomalous, by surface induced 

polarization and resistivity measurements is determined by the following 

factors:

i) The width and lateral extent of the Zone.

ii) The thickness and resistivity of the covering layer.

iii) The resistivity of the surrounding rocks.

iv) The background IP effect in the surrounding rocks.

v) The electrode configuration and the electrode interval

employed for the survey. 

INTRODUCTION

Many, perhaps even most, of the gold deposits discovered in Canada 

in recent years are associated with metallic sulphide mineralization. 

This is certainly true of the new orebodies located in the Hemlo Area of 

Ontario. It is also true for many, but not all of the more traditional 

types of gold deposits such as those in quartz veins or those contained 

within swarms of quartz veinlets.

* Consulting Geophysicist
** Phoenix Geophysics Limited
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The metallic sulphide mineral is often pyrite or frequently 

arsenopyrite. However, sometimes chalcopyrite and/or other base metal 

sulphide minerals are also present. It is the presence of the sulfide 

minerals that usually result in a true IP effect within the gold ore 

zone. If free gold is present, it is of course metallic and contributes 

to the IP effect. However, even in the richest ore zone the gold 

concentrations are too small to make a significant contribution to the 

IP effect.

Once in a great while, we have encountered a gold-bearing sulphide 

zone (usually a quartz vein) in which a late surge of intense 

silicification has completely eliminated all porosity within the 

mineralized zone. In this situation the mineralized zone will have an 

extremely high true resistivity and there will be no true IP effect 

within the zone. There can be no IP effect, if there are no 

ionic-metallic interfaces.

However, these situations are rare and it can usually be assumed 

that a sulphide zone (with or without gold) will have a true IP effect. 

If the parameters of an induced polarization and resistivity survey are 

properly determined, such a mineralized zone of significant width and 

relatively shallow depth can usually, but not always, be detected by 

surface IP methods.

In this paper we shall try to make clear the considerations that 

determine the type of IP and resistivity anomaly to be expected from a 

narrow, weakly anomalous, mineralized zone. It is also desirable to 

understand the differences between a reconnaissance survey and a 

detailed survey. We shall use field data, primarily from the Hemlo 

Area, to demonstrate IP anomalies from known mineralized zones, with 

gold present. We will then employ computer generated, forward problem 

solutions to demonstrate the variations in the apparent IP anomalies 

that can be expected with different geologic conditions. It is hoped 

that from this presentation the field geophysicist will be able to 

understand the problems to be expected in using the induced polarization 

and resistivity techniques, in any given gold exploration problem.
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TRUE IP EFFECT WITHIN ZONE

In recent years we have made considerable progress in our 

understanding of the induced polarization phenomena (Pelton, et al 1978; 

Hallof and Klein, 1982; Hallof, 1983). We can now make rough 

predictions as to the magnitude of the IP effect, and more importantly 

the shape of the phase vs frequency curve, for a well documented zone of 

metallic mineralization. We know that the concentrations and texture of 

the metallic mineralization, determine the induced polarization 

response.

The induced polarization and resistivity response from within a 

potentially gold-bearing zone of mineralization will be little affected 

by the presence, or absence, of gold. As mentioned previously, there is 

a true IP effect within almost all sulphide zones; the difficulty 

encountered in the detection of some zones of ore-grade sulphide 

mineralization, in some geologic environments, is a direct result of the 

high value mankind has placed upon the noble metal.

I can think of only a few exploration problem in which a steeply 

dipping mineralized zone with a width of two to three meters, a sulphide 

content of two to four percent pyrite, under twenty meters of glacial 

till, would be considered an important target. Yet, in the Hemlo Area 

of Ontario some of the newly discovered ore zones have exactly this 

description; they also contain 0.25 to 0.35 oz. of gold per ton. Much 

of the ore at Hemlo is present in greater widths, and contains greater 

concentrations of pyrite. However, it is also true that in places the 

favourable quartz-sericite schist host rock is a poorer geophysical 

target than this, particularly if little or no sulphides are present.

The fact that makes geophysical exploration for gold such a tricky 

enterprise is the high value of gold itself. A zone ten meters in width 

and containing ten percent pyrite may contain no gold, or one-half ounce 

of gold per ton; in neither case will the gold be visible. Such a zone 

could be one to two meters in width and still be of immense geologic and 

economic interest, since many of those zones change along strike.

Such a small, weakly mineralized zone is rarely of interest in 

exploration for a massive, volcanogenic sulphide deposit. Some 

"porphyry copper" deposits may contain only a few percent sulphide 

mineralization; however, in order to be of possible geologic or economic
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Interest they must have a considerable lateral extent to create large 

tonnages. It is in exploration for gold-bearing sulphide orebodies, 

that very small zones of very weak metallic mineralization can be ore!

Due to the relatively small size of these sources, it is not often 

possible to measure the true electrical parameters of the source, even 

with very short electrode intervals. It is usually necessary to measure 

the apparent anomaly from a known source and then to determine the true 

effects necessary in a narrow source of assumed width, to create an 

anomaly of the measured magnitude. Regardless of how it is 

accomplished, it is always desirable to gather as much information as 

possible concerning the true IP effect, and other parameters, for the 

type of target being sought.

The results shown on Figure l are the spectral IP data, in 

pseudo-section format, measured with one meter electrode intervals over 

the up-dip end of the Corona Orebody at Hemlo, Ontario.

The highest apparent resistivities measured were from the 

quartzites in the hanging wall and the footwall. The apparent 

resistivities within the schist host rock are somewhat lower in 

magnitude, and quite variable.

The apparent IP effects from the pyrite mineralization in the 

schist are SO to 80 milliradians; these are fairly typical for the ore 

mineralization in the Hemlo Area. The anomalous pattern is broad, and 

nearly uniform; under these conditions the apparent effects measured 

must be nearly equal to the true effects within the source.

It is of some interest that the time-constant (T,) appears to be 

larger at the eastern edge of the schist rock unit. This is the 

position of gold values within the pyritic schist. The indication of 

larger grain-size (largerT,) (see Hallof, 1983) for the pyrite with 

gold present, agrees with petrographic work carried out by the Ontario 

Geologic Survey. (Springer, J; 1983).

The spectral plot shown on Figure 2, Figure 3 and Figure 4 are 

typical of those from within the anomaly, (see Hallof, 1984). They 

suggest a relatively small grain-size (T,), with the largest time 

constant (T|) in that position of the zone where gold is present. The 

spectral plots indicate that exploration using phase-IP measurements 

with the frequency in the vicinity of 1.0 Hz would be optimum.
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The results shown on the pseudo-section on Figure 5 were also 

measured with one meter electrode intervals. These results are from the 

open-pit at the Owl Creek Gold Mine near Timmins, Ontario. At this 

producing mine, the gold values are contained within pyritic alteration 

"halos" that surround numerous quartz veins; the host rocks are altered, 

mafic pillowed lavas and basalts. Both the apparent resistivity and 

phase-IP effects measured are less than at the Corona Deposit.

The spectral IP plots on Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the lower 

apparent resistivity values, with small grain-size. The spectral plot 

shown on Figure 8 is much different. It was measured about 40 to 50 

meters to the south. At that position a black, graphitic argillite, 

outcrops in the pit. As we have come to expect (Hallof et al, 1979; 

Hallof and Klein, 1982), the time-constants (T, ) are very large for the 

graphite source. However, it is clear that exploration in the vicinity 

of the Owl Creek Gold Mines would be considerably complicated by the 

presence of this strongly anomalous source.

The phase-IP results shown in the pseudo-section on Figure 9 were 

measured using X- 10 feet and 1.0 Hz, over the new gold orebody 

discovered by SOQUEM Ltd., in Pascalis Township, Quebec. At this 

property, controlled by New Pascalis Mines Ltd., near Val D'Or, Quebec 

the gold and sulphides are contained within an altered silicified 

diorite dike. On the line shown (Line 17+42S) the source has some 

width. The apparent resistivities are relatively low and the phase 

values are moderate, to high. For both parameters, the measurements are 

extremely variable with the ten foot electrode interval used. This is 

perhaps due to the siliceous nature of the ore.

The data shown on Figure 10 and Figure 11 demonstrate the use of 

computer generated, forward problem solutions to obtain an estimate of 

the electrical parameters of the source of an IP anomaly. The field 

data (Figure 10) was measured using X-50 meters over the up-dip edge of 

the mineralized zone at the Golden Sceptre property at Hemlo, Ontario. 

At surface on Line 16W, the favourable schist is weakly pyritized and 

only low gold values are present. However, an ore-grade zone of 

gold-bearing sulphide mineralization begins at a depth of a few tens to
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a hundred meters. The IP anomaly measured using X- 50 meters is low in 

magnitude.

The weakly mineralized rock unit is about ten meters thick at 

Line 16W. Therefore, it is possible to use a forward problem solution 

to obtain an estimate of the electrical parameters of the source. 

(Figure 11). The electrical parameters necessary in a source with a 

width of ten meters are much the same as those measured using 

X ~ 1.0 meters over the outcrop of the Corona Orebody.

The computer generated, forward problem solution shown on Figure 4 

is typical of those that will be employed in interpretational solutions
*

and problems throughout this paper. The finite element matrix solution 

is for a two-dimensional geometry, with the survey line perpendicular to 

the strike of the earth geometry. Although we shall present only 

dipole-dipole electrode configuration data in this paper, the results 

for any electrode configuration may be calculated. Because a finite 

element matrix solution is employed, the subsurface modelled may have 

any number of rock types (electrical parameter variations) with any 

shape.

A recent improvement in the software permits a random error to be 

added to the parameter values for each finite element. For the solution 

on Figure 4, the maximum random error was   203; however, any error 

magnitude may be used. The use of this software formulation results in 

pseudo-sections which are somewhat irregular; therefore, they are more 

easily identified with actual field data.

The field data shown on Figure 12 (X - 25 feet) and Figure 13 (X- 

12.5 feet) were measured over an ore-grade, gold-arsenopyrite, quartz 

vein in Central Ontario. The results, particularly the detailed data, 

show a distinct resistivity low and an IP high. Using a combination of 

computer inversion (for simple geometry) and forward problem solutions 

(for more complex geometries), the earth geometry shown on Figure 14 was 

determined as a "best fit". The apparent results shown on Figure 14 

agree rather well with the field data shown on Figure 13.

The parameters for the mineralized quartz vein show a lower 

apparent resistivity than in the previous examples. The IP effect 

(measured as the per cent frequency effect) would be approximately equal
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to the 50 to 75 milliradians phase shift determined from the previous

examples.

ELECTRODE INTERVAL (X) vs. SOURCE WIDTH (W)

In all of our exploration work to locate potentially gold-bearing 

sulphide zones, we have used the dipole-dipole electrode configuration. 

The electrode interval (X) has varied from X - 100 meters to X - 3.0 

meters; the electrode separation (n) has varied from n - 1,2 to 

n - 1,2,3,4,5,6. We employ the dipole-dipole electrode configuration, 

because of the second lateral derivative nature of the measurement. The 

apparent effects measured from a small, local source are larger in 

magnitude than for other electrode configurations.

For any given survey, planned for any purpose, the choice of the 

electrode interval (X) is one of the most critical that the geophysicist 

must cake. A larger value of (X) will result in a faster rate of 

progress (and therefore a lower cost) for the work planned. All things 

being equal, a larger value of (X) should also result in a greater depth 

of detection for the survey.

However, in an exploration program to locate the narrow, weak 

sources described above, there are additional factors that must be taken 

in account:

a) First and foremost is the fact that measurements with large 

electrode intervals average a large volume of the subsurface 

into each measurement. If the anomalous source is small, it 

will have a small effect on the apparent value measured. It is 

entirely possible that if the electrode interval is too large, 

no detectable anomaly will be measured from a small source, 

regardless of its depth.

b) The exact location of a small source between two widely spaced 

electrodes cannot be determined. If X - 100 meters is used to 

locate a source with a width equal to 10 meters, the minimum 

uncertainty in locating the source is 100 meters; the maximum 

uncertainty may be 200 meters.

c) In any situation in which the electrode interval is

appreciably greater than the width of the source, there is a 

general ambiguity regarding the parameters of the source. For 

the situation above, the anomaly from a source 10 meters in
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width and containing 5X to 6X sulphide mineralization will 

look very much like the anomaly from a rock unit that is 60 

meters in width and containing a much lower concentration of 

metallic minerals.

The usual result of the factors outlined above is that if a 

reconnaissance IP and resistivity survey is planned using very large 

electrode intervals, two things will happen! There will be some small 

sources that will not be detected by the survey, even if they are at 

zero depth. Secondly, there will be a great many one-station and 

two-station anomalies that could be due to a narrow, shallow, weak 

source of the type being sought. Detailed measurements with shorter 

electrode intervals will, of course, help to sort out the problem.

However, the detailed measurements will require survey time and 

therefore add to the cost of the survey. Some of the cost benefit 

arising from the use of the large electrode interval will be lost in the 

requirement for a greater amount of detailed survey time needed to 

completely evaluate, and better locate, the sources of all of the 

reconnaissance anomalies.

The cost of not detecting a few very small, very weak sources can, 

of course, not be evaluated since they may never be tested. This latter 

concern can be very real, once the geophysicist and the geologist 

realize that the weak, narrow anomaly shown on Figure 10 and Figure 11 

is all that we can expect to detect from a narrow band of mineralized 

quartz-sericite schist that contains the up-dip end of a previously 

unknown zone of gold-bearing sulphide mineralization at a depth of less 

than 100 meters. As we shall see, if X - 100 meters, or even X - 75 

meters, were used for the reconnaissance survey, the resulting apparent 

anomaly might not be interpretable.

Even if the conditions are fairly ideal for the application of the 

IP method, a reconnaissance survey using large electrode intervals 

may not definitely detect the source that is the target of the survey. 

The theoretical results shown on Figure 5 are those that would be 

measured, from a fairly typical source, using X - 75 meters.

In these cases, as in all further cases, the source parameters are 

set at fairly typical values for the zones at Hemlo, Ontario or for 

sulphide bearing quartz veins. These parameters of the source are then
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held constant while the parameters of the survey, or the parameters of 

the other rocks present, are varied. It is obviously possible in each 

case to make the reconnaissance anomaly more definite by altering the 

parameters of the source. However, that is not the point we are trying 

to make. What we are attempting to demonstrate is how easy it can be to 

miss a possibly important bedrock source, by a Improper choice of survey 

parameters.

A further, unwelcome conclusion will be that for any given earth 

geometry there may very well be narrow, weakly mineralized sources at 

depth that cannot be detected by IP measurements, no matter how 

carefully the parameters of the survey are chosen.

The maximum random error for the example shown on Figure 15 has 

been set at i 35X. For X * 75 meters the anomalous magnitudes are less 

than twice background. This poorly interpretable anomaly does point out 

one distinct advantage of the pseudo-section format for plotting 

dipole-dipole measurements made with multiple (n) values. A low 

magnitude, anomalous measurement that conforms to a recognizable 

anomalous pattern, can often be considered to be significant, even if it 

is not several times background in magnitude.

The results measured for X - 25 meters are shown on Figure 17. In 

this situation, the anomalous magnitude, as well as the anomalous 

pattern, can be considered to be anomalous. It should be further noted 

that the uncertainty of location of the source has been reduced from 

about 100 to 150 meters to the much smaller distance of 25 meters.

These problems of interpretation are encountered continuously in 

the field. The results shown on Figure 18, Figure 19 and Figure 20 

detected a gold-bearing, quartz-sulphide vein at Kellar Lake, near 

Chibougamau, Quebec. The reconnaissance IP measurements using X - 50 

feet located the weak, narrow, shallow anomaly at the edge of a region 

of increased thickness of conductive glacial overburden. This 

indefinite anomaly was one of many detected during a large 

reconnaissance survey.

However, this anomaly was one of a few that was confirmed by later 

detailed measurements as being due to a definite, narrow, shallow 

source. Drill holes confirmed the presence of a quartz-arsenopyrite 

vein about six to seven feet in width. A considerable amount of gold is
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present, but the zone has never been considered to be "ore". Later 

drilling has shown that the quartz vein has a considerable strike 

length. However, the zone of gold-arsenopyrite mineralization has a 

very limited depth and strike extent.

The results shown on Figure 21 (reconnaissance, X-50 meters) and on 

Figure 22 (detail, X-25 meters) located a pyrite-bearing schist band in 

the Hemlo Area of Ontario. The zone was five meters in width; it 

contained a few percent pyrite and a few low gold values. The zone is 

not ore, but it is of extreme geologic importance. However, the 

reconnaissance anomaly is not significant enough to have been chosen for 

detail at the time of the first interpretation ; it was chosen for 

detail during a review of the reconnaissance data several months later.

The data on Figure 23 (reconnaissance, X-200 feet) and on Figure 24 

(detail, X-50 feet) have been shown in technical papers before. The 

data located a small massive sulphide zone, containing high-grade 

gold-silver mineralization, at the Bachelor Lake Gold Mine, northeast 

of Val D'Or, Quebec. The massive sulphides in the narrow source must 

mean that the true IF effect within the source is large in magnitude. 

However, the reconnaissance measurements with X-200 feet resulted in 

barely detectable anomaly. If X-300' had been employed the source might 

not have been detected. The X-50 feet, detailed measurements, clearly 

confirmed the presence of a definite anomaly. 

THICKNZSS AND CONDUCTIVITY OF COVERING LAYER

Even for detailed measurements with a small electrode interval, the 

geologic environment, and the electrical parameters of that environment 

have a profound effect upon the IP anomaly to be detected from a small 

zone of weak mineralization. We will first examine the influence of the 

thickness, and the conductivity of the material that lies between the 

top of the anomalous zone and the surface on which the measurements are 

made.

In these forward problem solutions we have used X - 25 meters and 

used a width of the source of W - 7.5 meters. The electrical parameters 

of the source, and the country rock have been chosen to approximate 

those in the Hemlo Area. In order to approximate the "real earth" 

situation, we have introduced a maximum random error of   35!?.
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The data on Figure 25 is that for the case in which the source is 

at a depth of 19 meters within the high resistivity country rock. Even 

with the introduction of the random errors, the anomalous pattern has an 

obvious, recognizable source. The maximum apparent phase shift is about 

twice background. However, it is equally important to notice that the 

anomalous magnitude is 5.0 to 15 milliradians above background. This 

sensitivity is relatively easy to achieve.

If the overlying layer has a lower resistivity, similar to that for 

glacial overburden, the anomalous pattern changes considerably (Figure 

26). The apparent resistivities are much lower, due to the influence of 

the conductive overburden; therefore, the apparent phase shifts measured 

are less than one-half the magnitude of those on Figure 25.

Without delving into the usefulness, or even the validity, of the 

M.F. (Metal Factor) or M.C.F. (Metallic Conduction Factor) parameter, it 

should be noted that its magnitude does not change very much.

If we increase the thickness of the overburden to 25 meters 

(Figure 27), we have altered the non-polarizable conduction path that 

lies in parallel with the conducting paths that are influenced by the

polarizable source. As seen on Figure 27, the (M.F.) pseudo-section isa
much the same. However, since the apparent resistivities must be lower, 

the anomalous apparent phase shifts measured are also lower in 

magnitude.

For the data shown on Figure 28, we have also reduced the 

resistivity of the overburden layer from 300 ohm-meters to 150 

ohm-meters. This value is also typical for Canadian Shield glacial 

overburden. The apparent parameters measured continue to change in the 

manner already established. Because the apparent resistivities are 

lower in magnitude, the apparent phase shift magnitudes are also 

smaller.

The apparent phase-shift and apparent M.F. anomalous pattersn are 

fairly definite. However, there is one difference from Figure 25. In 

order to clearly outline the anomaly, the accuracy in the measurements 

of the apparent phase-shift must now be 1.0 to 3.0 milliradians. This 

is considerably more difficult to achieve consistently.
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It is this need for extreme accuracy, and sensitivity, that has led 

us to use the phase IP technique for reconnaissance and detailed surveys 

in regions such as the Hemlo Area. A system such as the Phoenix IPV-2 

Phase IP Prospecting system can use coherent filtering (signal stacking) 

and extremely accurate crystal clocks to achieve an accuracy of 

2.0 to 3.0 milliradians of phase shift, at 1.0 Hz. This is apparently 

better than previous variable frequency or time-domain IP systems.

The problem can be seen by examining the field data on Figure 29 

and Figure 30. The results are X-15 meter, detailed results over a 

typical narrow, gold-bearing, pyritic schist in the Hemlo Area. The 

source at approximately 6+10S to 6+05S is much the same under both 

survey lines, which are 200 meters apart.

On Line 25+OOE (Figure 29) there is little or no overburden and the 

source is at some depth within the high resistivity bedrock. On Line 

23+OOE (Figure 30), a small lake is present at the surface. The thin 

layer of very conductive lake bottom sediments has completely changed 

the geophysical problem. Instead of the anomalous magnitude of 60 to 70 

milliradians, the anomaly now has a magnitude of 2.0 to 3.0 

milliradians. The problem is made more difficult, since measurements 

made with electrodes in the water of the lake have a greater noise 

content than usual.

Since this anomalous zone could be correlated from the high 

resistivity environment, to a position under the lake, the 

interpretation was not difficult. However, in another area, where a 

larger, perhaps deeper, lake were present, the measurement and 

interpretation problems would perhaps be more difficult to overcome.

The same statement could be made concerning exploration for 

Hemlo-type, gold-bearing sulphide zones in geologic regions of thicker, 

more conductive overburden. The problems of exploration and the need 

for greater accuracy would be even greater in a geologic environment of 

deep weathering, which would form a very conductive overburden layer. 

In this regard, the Hemlo Area of Ontario is Just about ideal for the 

use of IP. There is a thin layer of glacial overburden almost 

everywhere; this cover confounds the geologist and makes the preparation 

of electrodes relatively easy. At the same time, the overburden layer
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is usually thin enough, and has a high enough resistivity, so that the 

measurement difficulties are not great. 

BACKGROUND IP EFFECTS

Another advantage we have found to exploration in the Hemlo Area is 

that the relatively non-porous, high resistivity, metamorphic rocks that 

form the host rocks are usually devoid of metallic mineralization. 

Therefore, the background IF effects measured in reconnaissance surveys 

are usually low in magnitude and a weak, low magnitude IP anomaly can be 

interpreted in the data, if it is present.

The results (X - 25 meters) shown on Figure 31 show a weak, narrow, 

shallow anomaly that might just be interpretable due to the fact that 

the anomalous pattern is regular, and easily recognized. However, if we 

make the geometry of the earth more complex, without altering the 

electrical parameters of the source or the bedrock, the anomaly becomes 

much more difficult to interpret. (Figure 32). A geophysicist who was 

brave and/or experienced in the region, might still choose the very 

slight (M.F.) high at 0+00, for further investigation. However, any
ci

interpretation of a narrow, shallow, weak anomaly becomes even more 

difficult as the background values are made more complex and a greater 

variability is added (Figure 33 and Figure 34). The apparent parameters 

shown in Figure 12 are variable and complex enough, that the presence of 

an anomaly may be impossible to interpret.

It is clear from this simple example, that the search for small, 

weakly mineralized zones, that might contain gold, would be more 

difficult in a different geologic environment. 

ELECTRODE INTERVAL (X) AND MULTIPLE SOURCES

In a reconnaissance induced polarization and resistivity survey 

with large electrode intervals, a very large volume of rock is averaged 

into each measurement. Since the potentials must satisfy LaPlace's 

equation, the apparent effects measured must be smooth. For 

X - 75 meters, n m l, the outside electrodes are 225 meters apart. It 

is not surprising that very little detail concerning the internal 

character of a bedrock source can be interpreted from a reconnaissance 

anomaly.
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The results shown on Figure 35 are those measured with 

X - 75 meters over two sources that have a width of 10 meters and a 

separation of 45 meters. The pseudo-section indicates only a single, 

simple anomalous pattern, centered at station 0+00. The results are 

almost exactly like those shown on Figure 11 or Figure 15, from a single 

source.

There are several comments that should be made concerning the 

difficulties that might be encountered in determining the nature of the 

source of the anomaly outlined on Figure 35.

1) A vertical drill hole spotted near the center of the anomalous 

pattern (i.e., near station 0+00) would not intersect either 

source.

2) An angled drill hole spotted to either side of the anomaly, 

would intersect one of the sources but would probably be 

stopped before it intersected the second source.

3) A trench to bedrock (a depth of 5.0 meters) that was 50 to 60 

meters in length, and centered near station 0+00, might 

expose one source or the other, or Just possibly both.

For a survey with X - 25 meters (less than the separation of the 

two sources) the results are shown on Figure 36. The source of the 

definite anomalous pattern might be expected to have some width, but 

there is no indication that more than one source is present. The 

comments made above about the potential difficulties in drilling holes 

and/or trenching to bedrock to locate the source of the shallow anomaly, 

are still valid.

If X - 15 meters are used for the survey (Figure 14) the sources 

still appear to be shallow (i.e. anomalous for n * 1), since the depth 

of cover is only 6.0 meters. In these results, the presence of two 

distinct sources can clearly be interpreted from the pseudo-section.

The problem of missing multiple sources is a continuing problem in 

interpreting reconnaissance IP data. It is a particular problem in 

exploration for any narrow sulphide zone that might contain gold values. 

Several narrow zones of weak pyrltic mineralization may be present; 

however, while the mineralized zones may all look the same, one may 

contain significant gold values. If the anomalous zones have been
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located in a region of geologic interest, there is no way to determine 

which of the sources may be of the greatest economic importance; they 

must all be tested. In order to accomplish the testing in an effective 

manner, it is almost always necessary to make detailed measurements.

The X-100 ft. results shown on Figure 38 located a sulphide bearing 

zone along the famous Kirkland Lake - Larder Lake, gold-bearing 

structure in Central Ontario. The X-100 ft. pseudo-section on Figure 38 

indicates a relatively simple, single source anomaly, with the center at 

2+OON to 3+OON.

The X-50 ft. detailed measurements (Figure 39) also indicate the 

most definite anomaly to be centered at 2+OON to 2+50N; some depth to 

the top of the source is indicated. Further, there is a narrow, 

shallow, weak anomaly at 3+OON to 3+50N and a deeper source centered at 

0+50N to 1+OON.

This anomalous complex was tested by drilling; none of the three 

sulphide zones intersected contained ore-grade gold values. However, 

significant gold values were found in assays from the weaker zones to 

the north and south. The best developed zone of sulphide mineralization 

was indeed centered beneath 2+OON to 2+50N. There was no gold within 

that zone.

The definite IP and resistivity anomaly shown on Figure 40 was 

located during an X - 50 meter, reconnaissance survey in the Hemlo Area 

of Ontario. As is often the case in the Hemlo Area, the narrow, shallow 

anomaly is located at the edge of a broad region of high phase IP 

effects. In preparation for spotting a drill hole, the source centered 

at 2+50N to 3+OON was detailed with X-25 meters.

The most definite anomaly was centred at 2+50N to 2+75N. On this 

pseudo-section (Figure 41) there is some depth indicated to the top of 

the source. Further, a second, weaker, shallow source is indicated 

about sixty meters to the north.

Additional detail, using X-10 meters (Figure 42) confirmed the 

presence of two definite shallow anomalies. Both sources have been 

investigated by drilling and trenching. The southern source is a fairly 

narrow zone of concentrated pyrite in a quartz-sericite schist. The 

northern source lies within the same rock unit. This source is wider, 

and contains more disseminated pyrite.
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Only the southern source contains detectable gold values. The 

general dip of the metasediments is to the north. An angled drill hole 

spotted at about 3+50N to test the anomaly shown on Figure 40 would have 

first intersected the pyrite that is the source of the northern zone 

detailed on Figure 42. When the drill hole has passed through that 

relatively broad zone of disseminated pyrite, in the quartz-sericite 

schist, the drill hole might very well have been terminated.

The X - 50 meter reconnaissance induced polarization and 

resistivity data shown on Figure A3 is also from the Hemlo Area. On 

this pseudo-section, it is possible to interpret three weak, narrow, 

shallow IP anomalies. The anomaly centered at 1+OOS to 0+50S was 

somewhat more definite and it was detailed first.

The results shown on Figure 44 were measured using X - 10 meters. 

The anomaly centered at 0+95S is the source of the interpreted 

reconnaissance anomaly. This source is indicated to have some width. 

The shallow source centered at 0+35S to 0+25S cannot be interpreted from 

the reconnaissance results; it is indicated to be quite narrow.

All of the anomalous sources located by the IP results shown on 

Figure 43 and Figure 44 have been investigated by trenching. All four 

anomalies are due to pyritic mineralization within the favourable 

metamorphic rocks. The three sources located by the reconnaissance 

data (Figure 43) do not contain gold values. The narrow source centered 

at 0+35S to 0+25S, detected only by the detailed, X - 10 meter 

measurements, does in fact contain some significant gold values. 

IP RESULTS FROM RECENT GOLD ORE DISCOVERIES

In the results discussed above, we have examined some IP data from 

actual, ore-grade gold-sulphide zones that do not contain enough gold 

value to be ore-grade.

It is easy to become bored with data from previous exploration 

programs, and it is sometimes difficult to maintain a high level of 

interest in IP pseudosections that have been studied previously. 

However, exploration for gold ore zones is at a high level in Canada at 

this time. Zones of sulphide mineralization, that contain ore-grade 

gold concentrations, are discovered. These ore deposits do have the 

types of IP anomalies we have discussed above.
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We will conclude our discussion on the use of IP to find gold 

deposits by discussing the IP anomalies measured over two, recently 

discovered gold ore deposits.

i) Barrick Resources Corp., McDermott Gold Property. Ontario.

The Barrick Resources Corp. is currently sinking an exploration 

shaft on their ore-grade gold deposit near Matheson, Ontario. Unlike 

the deposits at Hemlo, the gold values at McDermott appear to be 

directly related to the concentration of pyrite and/or arsenopyrite that 

is present. The sources of the most definite IP anomalies contain the 

highest gold values.

The zones of sulphide mineralization are relatively concentrated 

and threfore the IP anomalies are fairly definite. Under these 

conditions, the geologic setting and the electrode interval used for the 

survey ar not as critical as they are for some exploration programs. 

The main ore zone at McDermott is located under a variable thickness 

clay-bed, glacial like sediments. Measurements with both X* 60 meters 

(Figure 17) and X- 40 meters (Figure 18) show a definite phase IP 

anomaly. Due to the presence of the conductive overburden layer, there 

is no clearly defined resistivity anomaly associated with the ore zone 

(See geologic section on Figure 18).

ii) BP-Selco Explorations Canada Chetwynd Gold Property, Nfld.

The geologic situation is quite different at the Chetwynd Gold 

Property in Newfoundland. In this geologic setting, the highest 

ore-grade gold values are contained within the sulphide zone that 

contains the lowest concentration of metallic mineralization. The Phase 

IP pseudosections are shown on Figure 19 (X** 25 meters) and on Figure 20 

(X- 15 meters).

The source of the strong IP anomaly at the north edge of the 

pseudosection (measurements for both X* 25 meters and X" 15 meters) does 

not contain gold values. The gold ore zone at Chetwynd is contained 

within the weakly mineralized zone at 51+30N to 51+45N, as outlined by 

the X" 15 meters results.

The anomaly from this very weak source was barely detected using 

X* 25 meters. It is a weak Metal factor anomaly, but not a phase-shift 

high. In this situation, the choice of the electrode interval used for
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the survey is critical. The survey on Line 12+OOE, using X- 15 meters, 

results in a low magnitude, but definite anomalous pattern on the 

pseudosection does not contain gold values. 

CONCLUSIONS

With very few exceptions, the zones of weak to moderate 

concentrations of sulphide mineralization (that sometimes contain gold) 

can be expected to have a significant true induced polarization effect. 

The amount of gold present does not appear to be related to the sulphide 

concentration in the zone. Therefore, a zone can be a few meters in 

width, contain a few percent sulphide mineralization and be an extremely 

rich orebody because it also contains a third of an ounce of gold per 

ton. Much of the ore in the orebodies recently discovered in the Hemlo 

Area of Ontario has this general description.

In order to specify an induced polarization and resistivity survey 

to detect this type of mineralized zone, it is necessary to choose the 

parameters of the survey so that the apparent effects measured at the 

surface will be interpreted as being anomalous. It is not satisfactory 

to merely choose a large electrode interval so that the progress of the 

survey will be rapid and the cost of the survey will be reduced.

A number of factors must be considered in planning a survey for 

typical gold-bearing sulphide zones. These factors include:

i) The true IP effect and resistivity within the sources that are 

the the target of the exploration program

ii) The electrode configuration to be used for the IP Survey

iii) The electrode interval to be used relative to the expected 

source width

iv) Thickness and Conductivity of the Surface Layer

v) Background IP Effects and their Variability

vi) The necessity to detect multiple sources

From a practical point of view, it is usually necessary to execute 

a reconnaissance survey using as large an electrode interval as is 

practical. Then, it is necessary to check a large number of weak, 

narrow, shallow reconnaissance anomalies using detailed measurements 

with shorter electrode intervals. These detailed measurements will 

confirm the presence of a narrow source, more definitely locate the
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position of the source and permit a more complete evaluation of the true 

IP effect within the mineralization that is the source of the anomaly.

None of the above will enable the geologist and geophysicist to 

predict whether significant gold values are present. However, the 

detail measurements will ensure that only a short drill hole is 

necessary to confirm that no gold is present.
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PHOENIX GEOPHYSICS MflY 27,

PHOENIX GEOPHYSICS 
LIMITED

FORWARD

PROBLEM

SOLUTION

X * 25 meters 

W * 5.0 meters

DIPOLE-DIPOLE
ELECTRODE 

CONFIGURATION

\
PLOTTING \ '' 
POINT

FIGURE 12
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PHOCNrx GEOPHYSICS MflY 32, 198-1

PHOENIX GEOPHYSICS 
LIMITED

FORWARD

PROBLEM

SOLUTION

X * 75 meters 

W * 10 meters

d * 5.0 meters 

L " 45 meters

Two Identical Sources

DIPOLE-DIPOLE
ELECTRODE 

CONFIGURATION

PUOTTINQ 
POINT

FIGURE 13
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PHOENIX GEOPHYSICS MRY 22, 19B4

PHOENIX GEOPHYSIC* 
LIMITED

FORWARD

PROBLEM

SOLUTION

X * 15 meters 

W * lOmeters

d * 6.0 meters 

L " 45 meters

Two Identical Sources

DIPOLE-DIPOLE
ELECTRODE 

CONFIGURATION

—X-*~*NX-*—X—

\
PLOTTINO \ *' 
POINT

FIGURE 14
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1 1 f ..'i i htniu." "" ira'ix r :ira
liBMJHMI.--.Ulli.— —— Uli.

-r :j"i::3:ii~T;irT'rt"T.'tiro'i:j'j
JllUt ____ ilia ____ JJIUI ____ -Allil _____ IS iHJUI INDUCED POLARIZATION

••4
RESISTIVITY RESULTS

HEMLO AREA , ONTARIO

LINE NO- 6IE

— .... - SWM. -_—i

Jl 3* 44 46 J? WV-•^V "V. ^-^ ."— —— ̂
li^^SjV, }4 4i M J5 ~^ i9\ }1

JJ^S^i.?^'- J* 4j 4J 'li i*^-

nEI*L FftCIOS

. - .
Lt L !JJ l t'M ^-.*.l.lM

ii-l J^ Jit

H* J 

II * 4

... ...... 34ml.. ... -i
.7 .1 .1 -i .* .1 i J .1 i J H*

.tij \i.i i.i\ j .3 *! 
j .7^0 .s ''UN -i

V-"- 4 - 11 ^ :::
.1 ,4 /Tv .1.5^-^.1.1 l/ .7 JI7 .Ma - 11*4 

H*S 

N-t

DIPOLE - OlfOLC 
[LlCIdOOl CONFIGURATION

NQU -CONTOURS *T 
LOGiitlTHUIC INTERVALS

PHOENIX GEOPHYSICS LIMITED



LIME- 6IE X-10N RHO (OHM-M)

NUMBER
COORDINATE 135S

T-2 13 14 i \ i 6 i y i a 19 i i* i it i i* i i3 i i4 i is i (b
95S

INTERPRETATION
-553 35S 13S -SJL

M-l

M'2 

H* 3 

M-4

N-5

8436 7774/ \3612 4331/.A\820 v 137

5122 1268 s 30 15 8545 7713 677? 3542 3976 21W '3311

25H

N-l 

M-3 

H-3 

H-4

INDUCED POLARIZATION
and 

RESISTIVITY RESULTS

HEMLO AREA , ONTARIO

LINE NO.- 6IE

L IME-6IE K" 10M PHfl'iE ' t
"DIPbiT~NURBER~ 

COORDINATE

-g— 1—r-r
INTERPRETATION

— \ 153 951
rrg~T-rr-rrg— rrr-r i 4 i i s

5U

•4* l 
H-i

•l *3 

'1*4 

M-? 

M* 5

S.7 3.1 9vx IS/y 34 y 58 l 30 \ V 15 

/19//31 ^51^x^49 3oS\^l0

36 - , 37 36 ( 2?s ™
33 /15———iT^^V 25 ^

O

m
O)

COORDIHflTE 135S

LINE-6IE X-IOH METAL FACTOR"ri—rr-n

3ZLn:
25N

M-l 

N-2 

H-J 

tl'4 

N-5 

M-6

i r s i 7 IB
INTERPRETATION

55?
i \\ \ 12 i -rr~r~TT~rT5- t u i~rr

35S -LIS- J1L 25H

'l 'l

M -J 

M* 4 

N-5

H-2 

N*3 

M-4 

M-5

DIPOLE - DIPOLE 
ELECTRODE CONFIGURATION

PLOTTING 
POINT

X'lOm.

FREQUENCY - l O HZ.

NOTE - CONTOURS AT 
LOGARITHMIC INTERVALS

PHOENIX GEOPHYSICS LIMITED



McDERMOTT PROPERTY' Line-12+OOE X*GOM RHO (OHM-M)
COORDINATE 300 S I80S 60S 60N (BON 300N 420N 480N
INTERPRETATION

IT// 709 
205/^533 

X 470\ 585 
467\

N'2 
N-3 
N*4

McDERMOTT PROPERTY' Line - 12 + OOE X-60M
COORDINATE 300S [80S SOS 60 N IBON SOON

PHASE (I.OHz)
42QN 4|5N"

INTERPRETATION

McDERMOTT
COORDINATE 3
INTERPRETATION
•N'l .8 

•N*2 -.5
N'3 .2 -.6

•N*4 .2

PROPERTY ' Line - 12 + OOE
OOS I80S 60S 60N

X.XXXX ^ IIIIIIKMBBMIUIII

1 .6 'sjj/' .6 * A/^ 23 ' 2JB i \\ .4 

.5 .3 .3 -.1 tffZ&f^* y X 1 '8//

-.04 -.4 ~A J\ z J^As'i-'yJ\ A
-.7 -A -.8 /Xl.6\ /3.4 /2.3 //I.I N

X*60M
I80N

1 .3 ' .2 ' 

.2 .08 .2
-.03 .2

.7 .3 J

METAL FACTOR
300N 420N 480N

k*
.3 .06 N'l - 

-.4 .2 N'2-
.1 -.04 .2 N'3-

-.3 .03 N"4-

BARRICK RESOURCES CORR
McDERMOTT GOLD PROPERTY 

HARKER ft HOLLOWAY TWPS l ONTARIO

LINE NO. - 12 + OOE

-NX-

r00!
PLOTTING 
POINT — X* 60M.

SURFACE PROJECTION OF ANOMALOUS ZONE

DEFINITE
PROBABLE
POSSIBLE

FREQUENCY l HERTZ ) 
1.0 Hi,

NOTE- CONTOURS 
AT LOGARITHMIC 
INTERVALS l,-l.5 
-2,-3,-5,-7.5,-IO

PHOENIX GEOPHYSICS LTD,
INDUCED POLARIZATION AND RESISTIVITY SURVEY

•n
D
C
y) 
m



McDERMOTT PROPERTY
COORDINATE

Line - 12 + OOE
40S

McDERMOTT PROPERTY - Line - 12+OOE
COORDINATE

PHASE (I.OHz)
"500T

"40T 40N" I20N 200N 260 N 360 N
INTERPRETATION

.4 ' .8 ' .9 ' .4 ' .1 ^ 1.2 1.1

McOERMOTT PROPERTY' Line - 12 + OOE METAL FACTOR

INTERPRETATION
.6

N'2 .5 
N*3 .4 .9 .8 .07 O 
N'4 .2 -.1 -.2 .05

.3 .2 .03 .3
.2 -.1 .2 -.5

.04 -.1 .09 .2

Cloy-bill
Clociol L ok* Stdimtnli

Sulphide Mineralization 
with Gold Values

•n
5c
30m
•A
00

BARRICK RESOURCES CORR
McDERMOTT GOLD PROPERTY 

HARKER S HOLLOWAY TWPS l ONTARIO

LINE NO, - 12 + OOE 

———NX———**-X-*

PLOTTING 
POINT — X-40M

SURFACE PROJECTION OF ANOMALOUS ZONE

DEFINITE
PROBABLE
POSSIBLE

FREQUENCY (HERTZ) 
1.0 Hi.

NOTE- CONTOURS 
AT LOGARITHMIC 
INTERVALS l,-1.5 
-2,-3,-5,-7.5,-IO

PHOENIX GEOPHYSICS LTD,
INDUCED POLARIZATION AND RESISTIVITY SURVEY



CHETWYND PROPERTY ' Line -II7+00E X* 25M RHO (OHM-M)
COORDINATE
INTERPRETATION
N-l

5025 N 5076N 5I25N 5I75N 5225N 5275 N 5525N

B60 \I26JL_ 1160 147

502/401 480 /590\ 483

!4IO/ N * l -
O967 N*2-

39^ N'3-
./4I22 N"4-

CHETWYND PROPERTY' Llne-117+OOE X" 25 M PHASE (I.OHz)
COORDINATE 4975N 5025N 5075N 5I25N 5175 N

__
"5225N 5325N

INTERPRETATION ~
NO 28/ 40 53 57 N^42 39 \^^ 77 XfiB/ 81
N'2 32 45 t&L^^ 66 59 ^ **~y 44^^97 90 75

-N'3 "TP\ 49 44 49^ 64 68 ^9^/72 ~60~\. 93 \60 \86 \\42 32V 
N-4 58 64 \ 44 46 /5I 74 51 /TT\ /44\ 61 \ 85\^9~^83 V^ 38 39 N'4-

CHETWYND PROPERTY' Line -

3.3 3.2 4.5 v 5.6// x 17

B.R-SELCO
CHETWYND PROPERTY 

NEWFOUNDLAND

LINE NO - II7+OOE

rt rt

PLOTTING 
POINT — X* 25 M.

SURFACE PROJECTION OF ANOMALOUS ZONE

DEFINITE
PROBABLE
POSSIBLE

FREQUENCY (HERTZ) 
1.0 Hr

NOTE - CONTOURS 
AT LOGARITHMIC 
INTERVALS l,-1-5 
-2,-3,-5,-7.5,-IO

PHOENIX GEOPHYSICS LTD,
INDUCED POLARIZATION AND RESISTIVITY SURVEY

•n
5
C
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5J60N_____5I9PJL-_ .J? ZfON

CHETWYND PROPERTY' Line - 117-i-OOE 15 M PHASE (I.OHz.)
COORDINATE 5I30N 5160 N
INTERPRETATION ,

3I90N 5220N 5250 N 5280N 53ION 5340N

N*l 
N'2 
N*3

-H
36/ 59 57 Xj[5—-Jly/ 89 \Ji4 

42/^75} 73 /^ePV 54 ^82 
7 58 71 /94 <(ToT;^s68 \ 84 
52 /48\ ' 92 99\ tOIV\69\ 79

-t- N'l 
N-2 
N-3 
N'4

CHETWYND PROPERTY' Line-117+OOE

Sulphide Minerolizotion 
with Gold Values

B.R- SELCO
CHETWYND PROPERTY 

NEWFOUNDLAND

LINE NO - II7 + OOE

^____ ,__ *i y ___ ___w ^_, Y^———.., p| ^ ^ ^ ^

PLOTTING 
POINT — X* ISM.

SURFACE PROJECTION OF ANOMALOUS ZONE

DEFINITE
PROBABLE
POSSIBLE

FREQUENCY (HEflTZ) 
1.0 Hi

NOTE - CONTOURS 
AT LOGARITHMIC
INTERVALS l.-l.5 
-2,-3,-5,-7.5,-10

PHOENIX GEOPHYSICS LTD.
INDUCED POLARIZATION AND RESISTIVITY SURVEY



B.R.
GHOST RIVER ' LINE-36 + 00H X = 200F RHO <OHM-M> 

DIPOLE NUMBER 12 1314 15 \ 6 17 l S l 9 l 10. Ill l 12 l 'l 3 l 14 l 15 l 16 l 17 l 18 l 1,3 l 28 l 21 l 22 l 23 l 24 l 25
COORDINRTE 2430S 2000S 16803 1200s 300,3 4003 409N 800H, l 2 0 0 H, 1600N 2900N 2 4.0 SJL
JtHTERPRETflTIQN
H = l 182/ 222 XxgTxx 209 215^ V57 ^ 234 

253 ^^322^X257 277 ^ 157^' 427 

295

273

183

459

397

311 394 454 316 4S8

306

174̂ -i^2? —i2!/ 191 \lxL/ 176v ie3 108 109 103 113 132 127 123 106 115 115 131

223 222 24S N^Mly^lSS 177 " 151^"^ Igg/'^J^X187 ^J 

205 7 359^X275 278 296 269 229 233 281 273___254 

228 ^393 429 N 233^^ SSie^- 28 2 /^SZ7 323^X^82 -^313 351 37S 

476 392 344 382 339 389 384 434 333

GHOST RIVER ' LINE-36+08H

DIPOLE NUMBER

PHRSE <1.0HZ>

CQQRDIHflTE
INTERPRETRTIOH

12 t 3/' l 41 5 l 6 l 7 l 8 l 9/118 111 112 113 f 14 T 15 l 16 l 17 L l S ^ 19 l 20 l 21 l 22 l 23 l 24 .. l .2.!
2009S;

J&.
1600S 1200S 800S 400S 409N 800N ia.ee H 2090H 2400H

-3.1 s/ 1.8 xv -l //x 2.2 x t 1.1 y .4 \V,\\ J

GHOST RIVER ' LINE-36+06M METfK. FfiCTOR

DIPOLE NUMBER 2 13 14 15 16 17 18 l 9 118 111 112 113 l 14^ 15 F 16 l 17 f 13 l 19 l 28 l 21 T 22 H23 T 24 T2
CQORDINRTE 2480S______2080S______1680S______120,03 

? ••••••••••••••••a .. f f^ ^ ^••••••••••••••iHiiiJ
800S 4 eg s 438H JS00N 1200H 1600H 2800N 2400N

-.7 vlf \.lyf .4 .8 .6 

.9 .6 .4 .2 .6 .3



IF RHO COHM-M)

6 l 7
1280s sggs

9 l 10 l 11 l 12 l 13 l 14 l 15 l 16 l 17 l 18 l 19 T 29 ,L,21 L 22 T 23 T 24T25 l 26 l 27 l 28 l S3. l 30 l, 31 l 32 l 33 l 34 l 35
4g0 s g 40 ON g ga H i 20 g H 1600N 2 0,0 g H 2 4 0 e H 2 e g e H 32ggN ,3 e g g H 4000H 4400N

234

27

397

111 334 454 316

306

174 \132 Itty 191 \137/ 176 x 103 108 109 103 113 132 127 123 106 115 115 132 - 106 -^95 87 87 88 84 83 81

223 222 248 X\ 141/183 177 151 193^" 224 \187 197 ^"^W^^^ 179 ^ 183 168 170 167 'XJ43 148 148 126 124 139

248 ^^196^X238 253 234~~ 200 220X^189 179 179

228 ^303 429 N 233y 390 x .282 /" 337 329 \2S2 ^ 313 351 37S 399 343\. 247 254/327 316 308^- 264 255 247 232 

476 392 344 382 339 389 384 434 333 330 '393 283 304
N-6-

DUG. N O . - I . P .- 8748-1

PERREX RESOURCES INC
GHOST RIVER PROPERTY, 

DISTRICT OF COCHRANE s ONTRRIO

LINE NO .-36+00W

F PHfiSE

l 6 l 7
1200S 808S

9~n

400s
11 l 12 l 13 l 14 l 15 l 16 l 17 l IS l, 1,9 l 20 l 21 l 22 l 23^^24 l 25 T^ 26 T 27^T28 l 29 l 30 l 31 l 32 l 33 l 34 l 35

400N 800H 1280N 1600N 2000N 2460H 2800N 3200N 3600N 4000H 4400N
-4--9 xS^y - 1 "^L/

^ ^ ^ ^
.9 .s yi^ ^ .3

1.9

1-3 1.41.8 2.2

N'3

N'6

-NX-

PLOTTING 
POINT   

SURFflCE PROJECTION OF ONOMflLOUS ZONE

DEFINITE i
PROBABLE ***'m,mm,m
POSSIBLE ^-*.^-v*.

JF METW. FRCTOR

\

6 17 l 8 l
1200S S00S

10 l 11 l 1,2 "1,13 l 14 l 15 l 16 l 17 l 18"~l 19 l 20 l 21 l 22 l 23 l 24 l 25 l 26 J 27 l 28 l 29 l 30 l 31 l 32 l 33 l 34 l 35
0 4 0 0 H 8 0 0 N l 2 0 0 H 1600H 2000N 2400N 3.20g.N. 3600N 4400H

-t- ~i- -l—————i- -t- -f- -t- -t~
.7 \ 1.3^ U^ .4 .8 .6 .9 .7 .8 .7 x^l-Syy .09 ^ ^ .8 .4 .7 .9 XN 1-5 L7 V 2.2 2.7

.9 .6 .4 .2 .6 .3 .5 .4 .5 .3 .3 .3 .3 ^ .6 .1 .1 .3 .7 X 1-4 X\ 2

,7 .4 .3 .3 .2 .3 .4 .4 .3 .2 .3 2. .1 .3 .08 .4 .3 3. .8 .9

.7 .3 .2 .4 .1 .4 .2 .5 .3 .3 .1 .3 .1 .3 .03 -.06 .2 .3 X"O' -9

.2 .2 .1 .5 .2 .2 .1 -.05 .6 .6

Ns4 -

FREQUENCY -iHERTZ) 
1.0 H2.

NOTE- CONTOURS 
flT LOGRRITHhIC 
INTERVRLS. l,-l.5 
-Z,-3, -5--7.5,-18

WflLCER GEOPHYSICS LTD
INDUCED POLRRI2RTION fiND RESISTIVITY SURVEY



GHOST RIVER ' L I NE-32 + 00W 

~.Oip'6LE..NJJ.MBER

X'200F RHO (OHM-MJ 

"3——l 4 l 5 l 6 . T""7"" 'l""8~~r~3' l 10 l 11 l 12 l "l g" T "4 l 15 l 16 l 17 l 18 l 19 l 20 l 21 l'22 l 23~TT
COORDINflTE 2400S 2000S 1600S .1.2.0.9.5. S00S 400S 0 4 0 0 H 3 0 0 N . .12.8 g H 1600N 2090M 240S
INTERPRETRTIQM

117 114 125

212 209 20215279

161 yl43 144 144 __ 127 _ 111 121 119 -. 158 158

N = 3 

•N-4

237 241 \J91/" 233 213 207 ^^191 135

337 305 308 \ ZSSS 396 \290 215 213 / 443 364\ 232 251 ^3iTV^27S 276 276___266 284

432 420 391 346 497 379 33S \ 265 -^ 360 < 553 v 319 \. 267 280 ) 394 - 272 /365 342 399 389 333 318 334 393 414 \ 249 

537 416 44S 404 411 353 301 - 443 509 374 ' 434 391

199

295 225 229 "X199 172 197 

381 \276 280 294 297 258 2

GHOST RIVER ' LINE-32+00M X=200F PHflSE <l.0H2)

DIPOLE NUMBER l l- 12 13 [4 T51^6 17 9 110 I11T12 113 l 1A....I 15 T lg l 17 l 19 I 20 l 21 F 22 T 23
COORDINATE 2400S 1600S 1200S, ,S00S 400S 400N 800N 1600N 2000N
INTERPRETATION
N't .04 .2 -1.9 -4.3

GHOST RIVER ' LINE-32+00M X*200F METflL FflCTOR

DIPOLE NUMBER " Ill2l3]4l5l6l 7 '"T 8 1 9 1 10 1 11 1 12
COORDINRTE 2400S 2000S 1600S 1200S 800S 400S 0

•H s 1 .83 .2 -1.5 -4.2 \L/ .4 .4 .6 .7 NN^gy/ LI/' .3 .6

N = 2 .4 2. -.2 -11 .4 J .7 2. J J .6 .3 J

N = 3 .4 .07 -.5 -.4 .4 .03 .5 .2 .3 .2 .4 .2 .3 .3

N'4 .08 ^3 -.2 -.5 2. .1 .6 ^ ^ 2. S3. .7 .3

N = 5 -.5 .1 .1 .1 .3 .3

1 'i 3 1 14" T~15 1 16 1 17 1 18 1 19 1 20 1 2 i'" "1 22 1 23 1 5
400N 800N 1200N 1600N 2000N 24001

.5 3. .2 -.3 3 ~ #6 2. .4 .3

2. .3 .05 .1 .2 .4 -J33 ^ .04 .2 .4

.07 .1 .1 -.94 .2 -.03 .3 .1 .1 .1 .2

.1 .2 -.06 .3 .03 .3 .09 .09 .1 .2

.06 -.08



19 1 10 1 11 1 12 1 13 14 1 15 1 16 1 17 1 IS 1 19 1 20 1 21 1 22 1 23 1 24 l 25 26 27 1 23 29 i 30 1 31 i 32 1 33 1 34
400S 0 400N 300N 1200N 1600N 2000N 2400H 2300N 3200N 3600N 4R0PIN 4400N

X 161 NJ43 144 144 127 111 121 119 . 144/ 153 166 153 x^l39 100 109 125 107 109 \89 ^ 106 101 ~^94 96 85 89 N*l

241 ^\13\/" 233 213 207 \^ 191 136^X204^X^187/^254 295 225 229 ^\199 172 197 159 ' 190 165 163 164 150 150\135jX'i54 N"2-

\ 232 251 ^0lX^27S 276 276 266 2S4 290 /" 331 \276 230 294 297 258 209 231 237 259 220 210 204\ 163 /?22. N'3

313 \-267 230 \ 394 - 272 /365 342 399 339 333 313 334 393 414^X249 276 259 '"323 320^ 255 257 225 267 N = 4 - 

353 301 - 443 509 374 ' 434 391 298 386 299 323 - N'S-

19 1 10 1 11 1 12 1 13 1 14 1 15 1 16 1 17 1 18 1 19 1 20 1 21 1 22 1 23 1 24 1 25 1 26 1 27 1 28 1 29 1 30 1 31 1 32 1 33 1 34
400S 0 400N 800N 1200N 1600N 2000N 2400N 2800N 3200N 3600H 4000N 4400N

•vj^-^-Sx/ LS// S 3 .6 .2 .3 -.5 .4 .t .3 .4 .3 5 .3 Z -.1 .5 -3 -.2 .1 0 .1 NM- 

.3 :g\Xl.67X .S .6 .5 .6 .1 .3 .3 .9 -.1 .7 .1 .3 .3 .3 .6 .4 .1 -.2 -.3 -1 .4 -.1 N"2 '

.9 .6 XX^^X-9 -2 -4 '3 "-1 -7 ~-1 -7 "3 '3 .3 J5 .1 .7 ^5 ^ -.7 0 -.7 0 -.7 N = 3 J 

TiVN ^ S/l.9 J 12 ~ .4 J3 -.2 ^O .1 .9 ^ 3 .4 .7 1^ .1 .8 .8 0 -.6 .4 -.8 N"4 - 

11- ^ -.3 .4 .8 -^ -^ N'5 -

N^6-

19 | 10 | 11 1 12 1 13 1 14 1 15 1 IS 1 17 1 18 1 19 1 20 1 21 1 22 [ 23 1 24 ] 25 1 26..!.^.? 1 23 1 29 1 30 1 3 1 1 32 1 33 1 34
400S 0 406N 800N 1200N 1600N 2000N 2400N 2800N ' 3200N 3600N 4060N 4400N

sx^lx/ 1.1 S .3 J6 ^ 3.'- Jt -.3 .3 - .06 ^ .4 .3 .7 .3 .3 -.1 .5 . .3 -.2 .1 0 .1 H-l-

j .6 .3 ^ "".2 ^ .05 .1 .2 .4 -.03 ^ .04 .2 .4 .2 .3 .2 .06 -.1 -.2 -.7 .3 -.1 N = 2 • 

.4 .2 .5 .3 .07 .1 .1 -.i?4 .2 -.03 .3 .1 .1 .1 .2 .05 .3 .1 .3 -3 0 -.3 0 -.3 N"3 - 

.5 .2 .7 .3 .1 .2 -.06 .3 .03 3 .09 .09 .1 .2 .4 .04 .2 .3 0 -.2 .2 -.3 11 = 4- 

.3 .3 - -06 -.08 .1 ^ -.2 -.2 N'5 - 

H = 6-

PERRET RESOURCES INC.
GHOST RIVER PROPERTY

DISTRICT OF COCHRflNE f OHTflRIO 

HUE NO . -32 + 00W

C X X MX XX)

rT^Tr i~l
^ s

•^ s
V if^. -*1

V X

PLOTTING x x s' 
POINT > x X=200'

' SURFRCE PROJECTION OF flNOMflLOUS ZONE 

DEFINITE ——— ——B

X^^^v
FREQUENCY iJHERTZ) D R^C^JJ** ̂ - 'u" S?^1 'Y 9 ? 7

1.0 HZ . flB^yfD ^^,^\ V\
r**)f)s* a y^^^/f^wl ^

NOTE- CONTOURS cVJf&t/i/VlBKA @K^tOl,
RT LOGHRITHMIC VJggMOTWJ yygg^a^
INTERVflLS. 1,-l.S 1* J/i u /L, /jj't I

•a ^ c .7 c ..a n*TF \ ID lOtO/ 1-z---" *' f -^' IB v^d^r — ' '~s QJ 
^V^c^^o^X

^^* w*^*^**^^

WflLCER GEOPHYSICS LTD
INDUCED POLRRIZRTION RND RESISTIVITY SURVEY



GHOST RIVER - L INE-24 + 00U 

DIPOLE NUHBER ! 213

X=200F RHO 

4 l 5 6 l ~ r~rr~T 12 i 13 i 14 i is i "is i 17 i is i 19 i 20 i 21 r~22~
COORDINRTE 2.8.05 209N 1000N ...1.4.0 0 H 1300M 2 208 H. 2600 N 3400N 3800N
IHTERFRETRTION -l—————j-

84 98 s 134

133

"54 ___ 165 s. 113 123 101 112 131^- 156 

174 197 187 162 1S8 "

94 31

N = 3 134/ 259 210 230 263 f 377 342 312 \260 243 i?82

323\ 240 276 ^/316 335 /586~\ -^292^) 405 302 339 401 \

283 356 501 353 407 452

244 22S 248 271 232 258 259 205} 158 

^XSSl 'Se0\s 272 298/^331 307 345^ ' 138 

317 415 339

DWG . NO . -I . P - 8748-3

PERREX RESOURCES INC
GHOST RIVER PROPERTY 

DISTRICT OF COCHRRNE x ONTRRIO

LINE NO.-24+08M

GHOST RIVER ' LINE-24+00W 200F PHflSE

DIPOLE NUMBER
COORDINflTE 200S

12 13 14 1516 17 18 19 l 10 l l l l 12 l 13 l 14 l 15 L 16 l 17 l 18 l 19 l 20 J 21 l 22
209N 600N 1000N 1400N 1800N

INTERPRETflTION
2200N 2600N 3000N 3400N 3800N

-NX- •x—x—>

r-r rr

PLOTTING 
POINT ——

v s 
- X

SDRFRCE PROJECTION OF RNOMflLOUS ZONE

DEFINITE 
PROBRBLE 
POSSIBLE

GHOST RIVER

DIPOLE NUMBER

' LINE-24+00M

1 2 1 3 1
COORDINftTE 200S 200N
INTERPRETATION

N s 1 .5 \1.1 -3 .07 

3. 0 -.05 -.1 

-.05 3 -3 

.06 .04 0 

-.1

X"200F METflL

4 15 1617
600N 1800N

,???????
0 JL2/ -.09 .6 

.1 .3 -3 

.09 .08 3 -.06 

.2 .06 .1

.03 .1

FRCTOR

1 81 9
1400N

.86 2 

S .1 

.6 .1 

O .4

.1

1 10 1 11 L 12 1 13 1 14 J^ 15
1800N 2200N. 2600N

0 S .9 \l-3 \ 2 A 

A 2 .7 .3 ^XJj* .04 

.7 .1 .08 .3 2 J 

A A .1 .5 3. .S 

.1 .2 .2

1 16 1 17
3080N

3 .7 

J& A 

3 A 

.3 .3 

.2

1 18 1 19 1 20 1 21 1 22
3400N 3800N

.6 .7 N*l - 

.7 .4 .7 N = 2 

.4 .4 .8 N = 3 - 

.3 ^ .7 N^4 - 

.3 N"5 - 

N = 6 -

FREQUENCY CHERTZJ 
1.8 HZ.

NOTE- CONTOURS 
flT LOGflRITHMIC 
INTERVfiLS. l,-1.5 
-Z, -3,-5,-7.5,-10

1987

HflLCER GEOPHYSICS LTD
INDUCED POLRRIZflTION RNO RESIST I V I TV ̂ SURVEY



o.c.
GHOST RIVER ' LINE-16+00U X=200F RHO iIOHM-M)

DIPQ'LE'~NUt1BER~
CQORDINRTE 24093

l a l 3 i 4 i s i 6 T
I HT.E.RP.RETLRT 1.0H,

1600s 1200S .8.003, .-4,0.0 S
111 l 12,,L-13 l 14 l 15 l 16. l. 17 "T "18 l 13 l 28 L,2J.,,I 22 l 23 l 24

400N 800N 1209H 1600H 2000N 2490N

122 120 13? 145 139 \97 104 135/ 174 -Q73 131 —-142

1S5 177 173 f 236 233 223 245 220 215

629 N^.238 226 224 261 236 229 \19S/^ 228 246 235 240 259 275 X306 "V 274 X 333 ~\296 H = 3

300"- 238 224 237/323 350X295 "-^329 N. 268 ^ 322 350 359 410 H = 4 

1147 638 376 336 ' 230 331 419 326 353 426 - H-5

647 720 x 306 \230 

638 376

DWG. H O . - I . P - 8748-4

PERREX RESOURCES INC
GHOST RIVER PROPERTY 

DISTRICT OF COCHRANE ^ OHTRRIO

LINE NO.-16+00M

GHOST RIVER ' LINE-16+00W

DIPOLE NUMBER 1 1 1 2 1
COORDINRTE 2400S 2000S
INTERPRETRTION , , ,

3 s jMf -3 \j^\3a7y^yi

N*2 .8 .4 .9^-v^U^

N'3 3 -U5 ^l) -.1

N-4 Ll) -.3 .2 .6 .6

N'5 -J5 -3

X"200F PHRSE O.0HZ)

3 1 4 f5 1617 18 19 I 10 I 11 1 12 1 13 J 14 t 15 1 16 1 1 7 1 1 8 1 1 9 1 20 1 2 1 1 22 1 23 1 24.
1600S 1200S 800S 400S 0 400H 800N 1200N 1600N 2000N 2400N

.4 .4 -.2 .6 0 .8 45 J .5 .1 0 .4 .7 A 2. A 3 vi/ .7 \±2/ --6 N-l -

^ -.3 .2 3. -.1 .6 0 .6 .1 .60 .2 .2 .6 .1 .8 0 3 .6 .6 .3 N-2 -

J& -.4 .4 -.3 ^ 0 3. 0 -.2 O ^ ^ .8 O j} ^ .7 0 .9 .2 N-3 -

.7 ^ .5 JJ 0 ^ -.3 .4 -.5 O *5 -2 ^ .9 ^ ^J ^3 ^ .6 N"4 -

e —T — ^ ^T ? *7 O 1 ^ --A kJ ss *?•O "O ff. m^ *Z -O \J fi mf. **T M tt 3 '

-M X- -x—x—y

PLOTTING 
POINT ——

•SURFRCE PROJECTION OF RNOMRLOUS ZONE

DEFINITE 
PROBRBLE 
POSSIBLE

GHOST RIVER '

DIPOLE NUMBER

LINE-16+00M

I 1 1 2 f
COORDINATE 2400S 2000S
INTERPRETRTION

N-2

N'3

N = 4

N'5

.1

.08

^ -.04

"^

^ .1 .3

.05 .07 ^

-.3 .08 -.01

.02 .03 .06

-.06

X*200F METRL

3 1 4 1 516
' 1600S 1200S

.1 ^ -2. ^

-.09 .05 .1

.08 -.08 .06 -.1

.07 .1 .07

.04 -.04

FRCTOR

17 18
800S

0 .7

-.06 .4

.09 0

.1 0 .

-.05

19 1 10 1 11 1 12 1 13 1 14 1
460S 0 400N

.4 .2 .3 .07 0 5

O .3 .05 .3 0 .1 .1

.08 0 -.09 0 3 2

J -.1 .2 -2. .4 .2 .06

-.09 .09 .09

1 5 116 117 1 18 1 19 1 20 1
800N 1200N 1600N

.7 .4 .1 .2 ^ ^

J .06 .3 0 .4 .2

.3 0 .4 .2 .2 0

.07 .3 ^ .09 .09 .06

0 .03 .06

21 L 22
2000N

.5 .9

.3

.3 .07

.1

-.09

1 23 1 24
2400N

.1 N = ̂ -

N^3-

N = 4 -

N = 6 -

DRFREQUENCY CHERTZ) 
1.0 HZ.

NOTE- CONTOURS 
FIT LOGflRITHMIC 
INTERVRLS. l,-1.5 
-2,-3,-5,-7.5,-10

WflLCER GEOPHYSICS LTD
INDUCED POLRRI2RTION fiND RESISTIVITY SURVEY

937



•O. B. O.C.- -O.B.-
GHOST RIVER ' LINE-8+00W X = 20eF RHO <OHn-t\>

DIPOLE NUMBER________l 2 l 3 l 4 l 5 l 6 l ,7 l 8 l 9 l 10 T 11 l 12 T 13 114 Tl 5 l 1.6 l 17 
COORDINATE 2S00S______24 0 0 S—————2090S—————1600S______1200S_______SgQS_______400S_________0_________400M

-18-

INTERPRETATION

213 ' 345 350 v 222

GHOST RIVER ' LINE-8+00U

DIPOLE NUMBER
COORDINRTE 2800S

12 l 3 l 4 l 5 l 6 l

INTERPRETftTIQN
,2400s, 28693

t 8 19 l 10 l l 1\ l 12 1/13 l 14 l 15 l 16 l 17 l 18..
1600SJ l , 1200s 806sees 400/s 480NJl-

[B]
GHOST RIVER ' LINE-8 + 00W X^00F

DIPOLE NUMBER
COORDINfiTE 2800S

'l
1 2 11 3 1 4 1/5 i 6

2400S 20003 1
INTERPRETATION . . . - .

N=l

•N-2

N = 3

•N-4

N"5

N = 6

^ ^

.1

.08

.09 .1 .1 . .1 .08

.2 .1 .1 .07 .1

.2 .09 .03 .07 .3

.1 .2 .02 .1 .2

.09 .03 .09

tETfl/. FflCTOR y Y/ "\. v

l'/? IS \- 8 1 18 1 /li \| 12 J 13 1 14 1 15 l 16 1 17
60es 1200S seers \ 4005 e 400N

^ -2. \( J3 0 A .3 .2 . N\il// -2 -2

.2 .4 | -.4 \ .S'- 7^6 .5' ^ \ ^ -^ .6

.1 .4 -.3 .y, .1 .5 .07 N\ .3 "x ~-2 -2

.2 .2 .3 -.1 ' JS -.04 .7 .1 ^N.4 \x~-l

J09 -.3 .07 .02 x

1 18

N'l -

N = 2 -

N = 3 -

N'4 -

N?5 -

N"6.-

DUG. N O . - I . P .- 8748-5

PERREX RESOURCES INC
GHOST RIVER PROPERTY 

DISTRICT OF COCHRflHE s OHTflRIO

LIME NO.-S+00W

<—X—X- -HX- -X—X—t

j. ^

PLOTTING 
POINT —— X=200 1

SURFncE PROJECTION OF flHOMflLOUS ZONE

DEFINITE 
PROBflBLE 
POSSIBLE

FREQUENCY (HERTZ) 
1.0 HZ.

NOTE- CONTOURS 
RT LOGRRITHMIC 
IHTERVfiLS. l ,-l .5 
-2,-3, -5,-? .5,-10

WflLCER GEOPHYSICS LTD
INDUCED POLflRIZfiTION HND RESISTIVITY SURVEY

987



h-O.C.—H I-——— B. R.
GHOST RIVER ' LIHE-3+00E X ' 2 9 0 F RHO (OHM-M)

DIPOLE NUMBER
CQORDIHRTE 2009S

l 2 T
16085

4 l 5
1280S

l 7 f 8
800S 490S

11 l 12 l 13 114 115 l 16 117113113. 129 l 21 122 123
4 9 9 H S09H 1299N 1680N

I N T E RP RETflTIQN

114 ,- 153

H'2

N'4

246 247 251/y \1090/ -^296 298 --^156 738 566 X 301

52 162 169/249 259

543 V 332 XX 171 190 x 213 241 /319 357 455

179 V 749 338 235 238 ' 495 3S5 572 3S2

2499H

N^4 -

DWG. NO . -I . P - 8748-6

P E R R E X R E S O U R C E S I H C
GHOST RIVER PROPERTY 

DISTRICT OF COCHRRHE f ONTRRIO

LINE NO . -8 + 90E

GHOST RIVER ' tINE-8*e9E X=290F PHfiSE <l.0HZ)

DIPOLE HUngER 4 15 16 7 18 19 l IB li-, l iz l i.* i i ir- i iv i i y i aa i 21 i
CQORDINHTE 2909S
INTERPRETRTION

-L3 .7 .3 -1.4

GHOST RIVER ' LINE-8+00E

DIPOLE NUMBER
COOROINRTE
INTERPRETRT
N^

. 2000S
ION

.7 ,. J5 

.4 

.2

1 2 | 3
16-00S

A ~ 3 

2. .3 

.2 .2 

3. .09 

.1

X"200F METRL FHCTOR

14 15 16 17 \ S 19 1 10 1 11 1 12 1 13 1 14 1 15 1 16 1 17 1 18 1 19 1 29- 1 21 1 22 1 23
1200S 800S 400S 0 400N 800N 1290N 1600N 2000N 2400N

.1 .1 .3 .1 0 .2 .4 .4 .5x^.8 \J/' -^ ^-^y 5 ! -" -07 / Nsl " 

.2 ^ -.93 .07 -.4 .1 .2 -1.9 .3 .3 -.1"; .7 ""'^"^V^^, .4 .3 ^ N'2 - 

^9 .2 .2 -.2 .06 .2 0 -.9 .3 .99 .5 __ .5 .3 .2 .4 .3 .1 N*3 - 

.1 .1 .3 -.94 .06 -.3 0 .3 -.4 .2 .2 .3 ^ .2 .3 .2 .2 .1 N"4 - 

.2 .99 .02 .4 -.3 .2 .3 ^ .2 H*5 - 

f 1-1 = 6-

-N X- -x—x—>

T±r rh:

PLOTTING 
POINT —— -J- x

SURFRCE PROJECTION OF HNOMflLOUS ZONE

DEFINITE 
PROBRBLE 
POSSIBLE

FREQUENCY "iHERTZ) 
1.0 HZ.

NOTE- CONTOURS 
ftT LOGflRITHIIIC 
INTERVHLS. l,-l.5 
-2,-3,-S,-7.3,-10

OR 987

WflLCER GEOPHYSICS LTD
INDUCED POLRRIZRTIOH RND RESISTIVITY SURVEY



B.R.- -l-——O.C.-
GHOST RIVER ' LINE-12+89E X=200F RHO COHM-rO

) I P O L E NUMB ER~
:OORDINflTE 22093,
INTERPRETATION

14093,
12 l 13 l 14 "1~T5~T'16 l 17 l 18 l 19 l 28 J,.21,, L22 ,1.2.3., i 24 L .25——J ...2.6 TT?"

20 0N 6 0.0 H... 1998N 1498N 1800N 2288N 2 6 0 0 N 3 0 0 0 H
H————————t-

463

1S0/ 280 236 y 472 S 6 X —— --x————'
285 X 383^/578 580^1779 

797
4

2039

292 219

129 91 105 194 103 194

0^X
-^ 143 144 149/^163 167

389 324 364 \217 X^lTSi 197/^232 239 261 335 581/239 293 247 298

305 496 448 438 ^ 259 215 260 287 SST 341 SSeSS -310 331 s- 268

363 542 - 302 319 449 280 332 N'5

DUG . NO . - I . P .- 8748-7

PERREH RESOURCES INC
GHOST RIVER PROPERTY 

DISTRICT OF COCHRRNE s O N T R R I O

LINE NO.-12+00E

GHOST RIVER - LINE-12+00E X'200F PHRSE C l .0H2)

IPOLE NUMBER________f 2 T 3141 5 , 16 17 IS 19 l l 9 l l l l 12 l 15 l 14 l 15 l 16 l l 7 l 18 l 19 l 28 l 21 l 22 l 23 l 24 l 25 l 26 l 2 7 
OORDINRTE___22083______1800S______l 4 083______1800S_______609S_______208S_______200N_______600H_______1908N______1488N______1800N______2209N______268SN______3088N
NTERPRETRTION

-.7 -1.1 vTuTV -.1 .7

-X—X- -N X- -X—X—>

FT FT

PLOTTING 
POINT ——

SURFRCE PROJECTION OF flNOMRLOUS 20HE

DEFINITE 
PROBRBLE 
POSSIBLE

GHOST RIVER ' LINE-

POLE NUMBER 1
JORDIHflTE 22083
•ITERPRETRTION (

1 .7 .4 

2 .06 .4 .3 

3 ~ .2 .3

4 .2 

5 .1 

6

12+80E

2 1 3
1S09S

.08 .4 

.3 

.3 .1

.1 

.2

X-200F

14 1, 5 1
1400S

••••IflMltl

.2 .2 .5 

.2 .8 

.2 T} -.7

-.7

METRL FRCTOR

6 17 18 19 1 19 1 11 1 12 1 13 1 14 1 15 1 16 1 17 1 18 1 19 1 28 1 21
1000S 6903 200S . 200N 688N 1000N 1400N 1800N

.2 .2 -.1 J5 ^ 3 .9 3. .7 .3 A .5 \±3^s' -8 .8 ^ .4 

-.5 .08 .03 .97 .4 .4 .5 .07 .5 .5 .5 .4 .6 .3 .3 

-.2 -.2 .1 -.81 .3 .2 .3 .83 .1 .6 .6 .1 .4 .2 .3 .1 

-.9 -.1 .85 -.1 .4 .3 .1 .2 .4 .6 .4 .3 .2 J 2 

-.6 .97 .1 .2 .5 .3 .2 .3

1,22 J 23^,24 1 25 L 26 1 27
2200H 2600N 3000N

.2 .5 .4 X^/1 -9 Nsl - 

.2 .4 .4 .4 .7 N = 2 - 

.5 .1 .5 .3 N"3 - 

.4 ^ .3 .5 N = 4 - 

.3 N^5 -

FREQUENCY CHERTZ) 
1.8 HZ.

NOTE- CONTOURS 
RT LOGRRITHMIC 
INTERVRLS. l,-l.5 
-Z, -3,-5,-7.5,-ie

HflLCE.R GEOPHYSICS LTD
INDUCED POLflRIZRTION RND RESISTIVITY SURVEY

987



O.B.- -H*-Bedrock near Surface-*!*- -O.B.-
GHOST RIVER ' LINE

DIPOLE
COORDI

NUMBER
NflTE 2600S

INTERPRETflTION

N = 2 

N = 6

249 248 '

-20+00E X=200F PHO COHM-MJ

2 13 14 15 16 17,18 19 110 1.1 1 1 2 1 1 3 l . 1 4 l 1 5 1 1 6 . 1 1 7 1 1 8 1 1 9 20 1 21 22 I 23 1 24 i 25 i 26 1 27 1 28 1 29
2200S 1800S 1400S 1S00S 60SS 200S 200N 660N 1000N 1400N 1800N 2200N 2600N 3000N

vXl30/ 137 173 " 153 - 183 164 151 -^140 138^ 1?0 ^ 223 y 426 489 \ 612 \ 400 318 v. 237 sx 102 -v. 92 78 85 85 85 30 \74 70 N"l-

383^\272^\194jX^378^\254 205 /',3ZQ^~\267 272 281 245/' 328 /^574 "} 400 493\v^584 J 311 425 V\252 X\164~'\143 123 /'l50"^^146^^ 130 123 117 IF N = 2 -

313

3

328 314 455 342 351 ^506X^09 449 442 473^XJXge0^y 381 ^/554 JS 412 472 350 422 367XXV232 215 200 223 292\^ 130 172 177 N = 3-

11 488 342 /56S 538^X^462^ 684 576 610 736^1083^/^58 '"^695 /367 307 4^50?''" 313 ^^537^ 460 317 305 x^^263 276 251 233 241 N*4-

431 403 640 885 917 600 332 332 410 590 375 322 316 [-1 = 5-

GHOST RIVER ' LIHE-20+99E X=200F PHflSE

DIPOLE NUMBER 41516 16 l 11 l 12 l 15 l 14 115 16 l l 7 l 18 l 19 l g|0 l 21 l 22 l 23 l 24 l 25 l 26 l Z7 l 2B l 29
COORDINflTE
INTERPRETRTION

1.5 ^ 1.3 \ J6 1.2 -^ .7 l \ 1.9 \\ .7 s 1.2 \ .4 \ 1.2

2.4 XX 1.1 \ 1.7 1.6 71.6 ^ 2 >>/ .1 ^ 1.3

2.4 2.3 XX 1.4 v ^2.1 \ ^ 1.3 ^ 1.6 X l 1.3 13

GHOST RIVER ' L I NE-20 + 60E

DIPOLE NUMBER 1213
COORDINflTE 2600S 2200S
INTERPRETflTION

N'2

H'3

•H-4

N'S

.5 ^ .8 J5 

.3 .1 .5

.3 3. .3

.2 .04

__,-• ̂——^-^-—— t ———————— , - -, J ——————————— 1 ————————

X"200F METflL

1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7
1800S 1400S

FfiCTOR

1 S 19 1 10 1 11 1 12 1 13 1 14 15 1 16 1 17 1 18 1 13 i 20 1 21 1 22 1 23 1 24 1 25 1 26 1 27 1 28 29
1000S ........ 600S 2003 200H 606N 1000N 1400N 1800N 220QN 2600N 3000N——————————————— 777-77777777777? ——

.6 .1 \JLx .9

.3 ^ .2 .6 •*

.2 .2 .1 .4

.1 .2 .2 .2

.3 .3

.7

.4

.3

•3

2?????t . 7??????.

7 .6 .7 ^5 .2 .03 .3 .3 \ ^ .6 ^N.1/ .6 X 1.2 ^ .S^^^XjJ1 -8 .8 .6 ^*^Vt/ .7 Ns2-

.4 .3 ^ .3 .03 .2 .4 .4 .4 \ .6 .7 .5 .8 .8 .5 .5 .5 .'.4 ) .6 N = 3 -

3 .3 ^ ^ .1 .2 .03 .2 .4 .3 .4 .6 ' .4 .7 ,5 .6 .4 .6 ^ 11 = 4

.3 ^ .3 .2 .4 \ .5 .6 .5 5 11 = 5-
\



•O.B.- -H*-Bedrock near Surface-H-*- -O.B.-

RHO COHM-t-O

5
1800S

6 l 7
l 4993

= 200F PHflSE

l 7 l 1:——T

1.8 , 1.5 1.5 -v. 1.2

l 0,0 0 S,,
S l 10 l ft l .12 l .13 .1 14 l 15 l 16 l 17 J 18 l ,13'.J 28 1 21 l 22 l 23 l 24 l 25 I.. 26 l 2?" l 28 1~29~

eeos. zees. .600 M l 399H 14 e g N l 8 S O N 2200H 2609N 3900N

138

272 281 245^X323 

409 449 442___47 

634 576 619 736 

S85 917

426 489 \ 612 \ 429 3 IS s. 237 \v 102 78 85 85 85 30

499 N. 584 ) 311 425 \252 \164 "XJ43123 ^/\. J46 138 123 11? 117

690

412 472 350 422 367 232 215 200 223 ^X^M ^172^^ 

367 307 -(507^ 313 *(p37Nx 465 "il7 305 X^^263 276 251 233 241 

392 332 410 5?9 375 322 316

H*4-

N = 6-

10003
P. L 11 l, 12 l 13 J 14 l 15 J 16 f \7 J, IS, i 19 L29 ,l Z\ l 22 l 23 l 24 1 25 l 26 l 27 l 2el l 23

200N 6 8.8 H. 1SQ0H 2 2,8 O H, 2680H

N=l 

11 = 2 

N-3 

N = 4 

N*5 

N"6

X"200F METRL FRCTOR

3 14 15 1617 18 19
5 1S09S 1409S 1000S

7??????????7?7t ' " ' " ~

.5 .6 .1 xi/ .9 \Ay .9

.3 2. 3. .6 - .7 .7

.3 .2 .2 .1 .4 .4 .4

.1 .2 .2 .2 .3 .3

.3 .3 .3

lie 111 112 113 114 (15 |16 1 1.7. 1 18 1 19 i 20 [21
G89S 2903 20SN 68QN 1900N 1490N

7777???

V^l.l^- .9 .3 .07 .2 .3 .7 ' \J 1-3 \ -S V 1.3 v, .9

.6 .7 .3 .2 .03 .3 .3 \ ^ .6 ^Nj^ -6 X 1.2 ^ x. -— ̂  — -*v. ^^^— *-X^
.3 .3 .3 .03 .2 .4 .4 .4 \ .6 .7 .5 .8

.3 ^ .2 .1 .2 .03 .2 .4 .3 .4 .6 : .4

.3 .2 .3 .2 .4 X .5
\

1 22 T 23 l 24.. l 25 l 26 l 27
1300N 2200N 2609N

7777???

.9~~~~-\JtJ^ .8 .8 .6 ^^\Jt/"

.8 .5 .5 .5 - A j .6

.7 .5 .6 .4 .6 .5

.6 .5 .5

1 28 1 29
3000N

H'l -

.7 N'2-

N^3-

H"4

H = 5-

H-6-

DWG . HO . -I . P -8748-8

PERREX RESOURCES INC
GHOST RIVER PROPERTY 

DISTRICT OF COCHRANE s OHTflRIO

LIME HO-20

HX- K—X—>

m

PLOTTING 
POINT —— X-200 1

SURFflCe PROJECTION OF ftHOMRLOUS 20HE

DEFINITE 
PROBflBLE 
POSSIBLE

FREQUENCY CHERTS) 
l.0 HZ.

NOTE- CONTOURS 
RT LOGRRITHMIC 
INTERURLS. l,-1.5 
-2,-3,-5,-7. 5, -10

S7

WflLCER GEOPHYSICS LTD
INDUCED POLRRIZflTION FIND RESISTIVITY SURVEY



•O.B.—H*-Bedrock near Surface-H-*- O.B.-
Bedrock 

•l-*—near Surface—H"—O.B.
GHOST RIVER ' LINE-2S+08E

DIPOLE H UMBER l 2 1 3 1
COORDINRTE 16008 1200S
INTERPRETRT ION , , ,

•N"l 165 168/ 250 215

H^2 242 ^XlSS/x'39^ 376 \256

N^3 220 X'324 378 436^

N^4 314 376 433 463

N'5 354 454

•M-6

X=200F

4151
800S

^83 ^274

V-349 344

•s291^ 489 y

350 /234

262

RHO (OHM-MJ

6 [. 7 1 8 1 9 T
4803 8

253 ys,148jx 160 -^102

^ 238 235 2i?^^144^

^Z/S' 357 "X^QQ 293

f 403 409 380 393

456 495

18 111 1
400N

109 115

^X^ 153 ' 161

206 233

^ 298/^315

388

12 113 114 115 L
800N 1200N

1S1^J49/' 166 195

^ISSx^298 252 2e

231 257^-X314X* 272/^

315 356 303 44S

414 487

16 1 17 1
1680H

179/ 257

x"'399 365

379 430 S

477 xX524

543

18 1 19
2088N

202 y 366

319

'523\ 329

/454 ^

355

1 29 1 21 1 22 1 23
2480N 2S00N

312 y 203 \168 v^l26

451 383VXs27^ 224

377 358 332

261^ 413 401

456

*

1 24,

N=l -

N = 2 -

H = 3 -

N = 4 -

N-5-

N = 6 -

DUG. HO.-I.P.- 3748-9

PERREX RESOURCES I HC
GHOST RIVER PROPERTY 

DISTRICT OF COCI-RflNE s OHTRRIO

LIHE HO .-23 + S0E

GHOST RIVER ' LIHE-28+00E X=200F PHflSE <l.OHZ)

DIPOLE NUMBER
COQRDIHRTE 16Q.OS

12 15 14
1200s 880S

6 17 l 8 T 9 L10 Til 112 113 Fi 4 [ 15 1,1,6 T 17 l 18 l 19 F 20 T 21 l 22 H^ 23 l 24
880N l 2 0 0 H, 1680H 2000N 2400H, 2300N

INTERPRETATION . . ..-.S^-a^fc-

1.1 1.4 1.1 13. f -.1

X- -HX- -X—X—>

f"1!

PLOTTING 
POINT ——

SURFRCE PROJECTION OF flNOMflLOUS ZONE

DEFINITE mmmmmmm
PROBflBLE ......"•.
POSSIBLE •fc-*.-*.'*'*.

GHOST RIVER ' LINE-23+08E

DIPOLE NUMBER 1 2 J 3
COORDINRTE 1608S 1200S

N*l .3 VS V 1-3 *

M *- t f +C. *O *D

N'3 .2 .5 .6 - - ' A 

(1 = 4 .5 --' .3 .3 

N = 5 .2 .3

X=200F METflL FRCTOR

1 4 1 5 1 6 ! 7 1 8 1 9 118 111
808S 400S 0 400N

*t???*?**'~

1 1.2 \1.5 1.9 x/ /.4 -.6 JS 0

.5. .5 .9 .8 S .05 .5 0 

.3^ .6 .5 X -2 -4 .4 .05 .5 

.4 .5 .6 y/ .05 .02 .3 .03 .5 

.08 ' .1 .Z

112 1.13 114 1 15
808N 1200N

.5 .3 .4 . .6

.5 .3 .7 .3 

.3 ^ .3 J& 

2 .3 ^ .6 

.3 .2

L, 1,6 i 17 1 18 f 19 1 20 1 21 1 22 1 23 1 24
1680N 2000N 2400N 2800N

.8 .4 .6 -.03 .3 .2 .1 -.68 N^ -

.6 .3 .6 3 2 -.1 0 .04 N = 2 -

.4 .5 .2 .5 .03 -.06 -.06 N"3 - 

.2 .5 ^ .4 .2 .4 -.1 N'4 - 

.2 .1 .1 N = 5 -

FREQUENCY CHERTZ) 
1.0 HZ.

NOTE- CONTOURS 
flT LOGfiRITHMIC 
INTERVRLS. 1^-1.5 
-2,-3,-5,-7. 5, -18

DRT 
flP

9 8 7

HflLCER GEOPHYSICS LTD
INDUCED POLRRIZflTION HND RESISTIVITY SURVEY



•O.B.-
GHOST RIVER ' LINE-36+00E

DIPOLE N UMBER 1 2 1 3 1
COOROINRTE 1800S 1400 S

x=^00F RHO (OHM-r-n
4l5i6!7!819l

10003 600S 200S
10 [li 112 113 114 115 1

200H 600N 1000H
16 1 17 1 13 1 19

1400 H 1800 N
1 20 1 21 1

2200N

*

22 1 23 1 24 1 25
2600N 3000 N

INTERPRETATION , , ,

•H-l 101 104 NX71X- "^

~ C- 1JV 1DB 101 1*,C'

N = 3 210 200 209

•N-4 251 256 290 

11 = 5 315 
H-6

103 106 113 113 X?±X 10S N

171 155 154 155 152 "\142

236 217^^-^195 193/^213^^ 133

273 256 224 244 239 242 

322 282 263

vJW-/ - 112 101 114 104 103

148/^165 ""X149/"" 169 174 165

193 197/^232 204 243 234

250 255 237 274 299 -^303 

300 30? 312

110 111 110 112

166 174 16S

231 235 248 233

309 306 337 

339 393

132 123

179/216^X153

269 291

329 322 353 

372

133 136 N'l -

/-^"205 215 N = 2 - 

266 234 N'3 -

343 N^4 - 

445 N"5 -

DUG. H O . - I P - 8748-10

PERREX RESOURCES INC
GHOST RIVER PROPERTY 

DISTRICT OF COCHRflNE f O N T R R I O

LINE HO .-36+00E

GHOST RIVER - LINE-36+00E 

DIPOLE NUMBER

X=^e0F

INTERPRETATION
1300s 1400S

3 l 4
1000S

PHRSE < l.0H2) 

S l 7 j H
2,6 8 S,

10 l 11 ! 12 l 13 l 14 l 15 l 16 l 17 l 18 i 19 l 20 l 21 l 22 l 23 l 24 l 25
200J1 600N. 1080N____1400 H, l S 0J3,N______3260H 2600N 3000N

*--X—X- -N X- -X—X—>

l j,

PLOTTING 
POINT ——

SURFflCE PROJECTION OF RNOMRLOUS ZONE

DEFINITE 
PROBRBLE 
POSSIBLE

GHOST RIVER ' LINE-36+00E

DIPOLE NUMBER 1 2 1 3
COORDINRTE 1S00S 1400S
I N T E R P R E T R T J! 0 N

11=1

N = 2

11 = 3

11 = 4

11 = 5

•H-6

.6 .6 .5

-.06 2. .07

-.05 .3

.3

.03

X"200F METflL

1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7
10003 600S

.4 .9 .4 \1.1

.6 .06 .6 .5

.5 .1 S .1

.1 .4 .2 .6

.09 .2

FRCTOR

1 8 1 9
200S

f A .7

3 3.

.7 .3

.2 .6

.2

1 10 1 11 1 12 l 13 1 14 1 15 1 16 1 17
200N 600N 1000N 1400N

0 ±S .4 .8 .3 .3 .7 .9

.8 .5 .5 .5 .7 ^ .9 J

.5 .2 .6 .2 .4 .2 .7 ^

.4 .4 .2 .4 .1 .4 .1 .6

.2 .2 .1 .1

1 18 1 19
1S00N

.5 .3

.6 , .4

.4 .3

.3 .3

.2

1 20 1 21
2200N

.4 .7

.4 .2

.4 .3

.2 .5

.3

1 22 1 23 1
2600N

.6 .9 '

.4 i O

.6 .2

.2 .5

.1

24 1 25
3000N

N*

H-

N =

N^

N =

N =

1 -

2 -

3 -

4 -

5-

6 -

DRT,FREQUENCY 
1.0 HZ.

NOTE- CONTOURS 
RT LOGRRITHMIC 
INTERVRLS. l ,-l .5 
-2,-3,-5,-7.5,-10

WflLCER GEOPHYSICS LTD
INDUCED POLRRI2RTION R N O RESISTIVITY SURVEY

98;



•O.B.-

GHOST RIVER - LINE-

DIP 0 L E NUMBER 1
COORDINATE 809S
INTERPRETHTION ,

•N"l 135 125

•N'2 227^\199 ~ 174

H*3 302^X^297^ 244

— *t O J J OO'J Nk C.^*r

N*5 367

44+00E

2 1 3 1
400S

129 . 131

179 183

222 241

267/322" 

344

X=200F RHO (OHM- M?

, 4 J 5 16 17 1,9 19 1
0 400N 890N

113 133 131^- 153 ISO 1S3

186 ^^1*00 235 266 269 2S2

266 263^/313 324 319 334

356 373 395 354 397 383 

478 416 432

10 111 112 113 1
1200N 1690N

175 158 157 xJ38

257 245 227 208

351 348 303^X^293 ̂  

454 394 353 402 

489 - 452

14 1 15 1
2000N

128 127

223^X494

314^\23S^

375 373 

442

16 117 1 18 Il9 12 S
2400N 2 8 0 0 N

121 128 117 114 N*l -

192 197 192 N*2-

269 264 292 N = 3 -

330 353 N = 4- 

419 N = 5-

DUG. M O. -I.P.- 8748-11

F E R R E X RE SO URGE S I H C
GHOST RIVER PROPERTY 

DISTRICT OF COCHRANE f ONTARIO

LINE HO.-44+00E

GHOST RIVER ' LINE-44+00E X=200F PHRSE < l.0H2)

.Q.I..P.OLE...NUMBER
COQRDINRTE 800S 4883

3 l 4 l 5 l 6 l 7 l S l 9 l l g. 1,11 l 12 113 114 l 15 l 16 117 T18 119 120
480N 800M ,1,203N 1600N 2000N 2400N,, 2 3,0,0 N,,

JLNTERPRETflTION

GHOST RIVER ' LINE-

DIPOLE NUMBER 1
COOROINRTE 8003
INTERPRETRTION ,

•N*l ±2-S -6 

N*2 .4 .3 .6 

N'3 .3 .1 .4 

•N = 4 .2 J .1 

N*5 .1

44+80E

2 1 3
400S

.7 .9 

X < 

2. .5 

A 

.1

X"200F METRL FRCTOR

1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9
0 400N 800N

j y \~~~*^
iQS -6 -8 3 A .04 

.4 .6 .2 .3 .2 .3 

.1 .4 .4 .4 .2 .3 

.1 .2 .1

1 10 1 11 1 12 1 13 1 14 1 15 1 16 17 1 18 1 19 1 20
1209N 1603N 2000N 2400N 2800N

.3 .08 .4 J .6 .2 .6 .3 .6 .5 N = 2 - 

.03 .2 .1 .3 .1 .3 .3 .5 .3 N = 3- 

.1 .2 .1 .1 .1 .4 .2 .7 .3 N = 4 - 

.1 -.2 2. .3 N'5 -

•H X- X— X—^

J i

PLOTTING 
POINT   X'208'

SURFRCE PROJECTION OF flNOMRLOUS ZONE

DEFINITE 
PROBRBLE 
POSSIBLE

FREQUENCY <HERTZ> 
1.0 HZ.

NOTE- CONTOURS 
RT LOGRRITHMIC 
INTERVRLS. 1,-l.S 
-Z, -3,-5--7.5,-10

.937

WflLCER GEOPHYSICS LTD
INDUCED POLRRI2RTION RHD RESISTIVITY SURVEY



•O.B.- -H ? Bedrock near Surface ?
GHOST RIVER ' eflSE LINE 0+00 X=200F RHO COHM-fO 

.0,1. P OLE NUH5ER 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 l 18 l 11 l 12 13 l 14 115.1.16 l 17 F 13 l
COORDINATE 2008H 1600H 1290H 88 0 H 409H 0 408E S00E 1200E 1600E
IHTERPRETRTIQH -4-

111 169 \ 123 sxJ::L——20——siX' 109 ^-3 s i2*5 107
•H-2 143X 178 205^ 178 162 188 \134^' 155 150 152 190i

N = 3 205 210 252 25S { 178 /205 243 237

h^4 269 279 XljlT"- 203 203 /30T"\295 -^^SS? \ 225 241 246 

N = 5 340 242 353 344 260 

t^ = &

366 s 275 '-to 97 98 y 14

456 15? 634

•1=1 -

N = 3•

N'5

DWG. HO .-I . P .-8748-!iA

PER REX RESOURCE'S INC
GHOST R I y E F: PROPERTY 

DISTRICT OF COCHRANE f OHTORIO

LINE NO . -BfiSE LINE

GHOST RIVER -- BRSE

DIPOLE NUMBER
COORDINRTE 2088M

LINE 0+00

1 2 1 3
1600H

X = 200F PHRSE C 1 . 8H2)

14 15 16 17 18 19 1 10 1 11 1 12 1 13 1 14 1 15 1 16 1 17 1 18 1 19 i 20
1280W 800W 480M 8 408E 80CE 1208E 1600E

INTERPRETRTION .
N=l

N = 2 .1

N'3 -.4

N ^ 4 -.1

N = 5

N = 6

3. J

.6

.4 .3

.3 '

.7

.1 .7

CD -7

.4 .6

.3 .1

.6

.7 .5 0 .3 .2 ^ X/ 15 0 '9 '7 "9 ~-1 '5 0 "8 ~'4 NSl

.7 .3 .5 .4 CT\ A^//^// 5 / ̂ Y '6 X 1*4 "^ ^ ' l 'r ""7 N " 2 "

.1 0 ^ -^ vl^XL6//^^ (Jd/ ~' 1 .4 0 jS -1 .7 -.1 N^3-

.4 ^ .4 'HP- .7 '"Ss^j li^- .3 .6 '^ -.6 .1 -.1 -.4 -.1 N*4 -

.4 0 1.1 .4 -.4 -.2 0 - N'5-

H-6-

-N X-

GHOST RIVER ' BRSE

DIPOLE NUMBER
COORDINRTE 2000H
INTERPRETRTION

•N-l ^ ^

•N-2 J37 .3

N*3 -.2 ^ .1

^4 -.04 .1

1 N 51 5 .2

N'6

LINE 0+08

1213
1608M

.08 .4

J J

.2 .3

.09 .05

.2

X"208F

1 4 1 5 1
1288U

^ .6

.4 .2 .3

.85 0

.2 .06 .1

.1

METRL FRCTOR

6 17 1 8 19 1 10 1 1 1 1 12 1 13 1 14 1 15 1 16 1 17 1 18 1 19 1 29
888W 400W 8 488E 880E 1208E 1600E

l l t ,?T????, i . i i r i i i f
0 .4 .2 .5 x 1^ X 0 7 ±s ^ .3 -.83 ^ 0 .8 -.3 N'l-

.3 ^ A} ^U// ^3 X -S X'''"2 '3 ~"2 *05 "93 ^ ~'5 N = 2 "

.1 -.1 .6 .7 .3 x' .6 X -.83 .05 0 /^ -.4 .89 -.83 N*3 -
/' X

.3 .3 7 x-J^ .4 '.5,' .j .1 -^ .99 -J -.03 -.01 1^ = 4-

0 ' .4 / .09 -.1 -.1 0 N*5-
X 7 '

PLOTTING 
POINT —— X=200'

SURFPCE PROJECTION OF RNOMFILOUS ZONE

DEFINITE 1111"! in i i
PROBABLE .......i..
POSSIBLE •*.-*.^-*.-*

FREQUENCY <HERT2> 
1.0 H2.

NOTE- CONTOURS 
RT LOGflRITHMIC 
INTERVfiLS. l,-l.5 
-2,-3.-5,-7.5,-10

Dfl

WflLCER GEOPHYSICS LTD
i 

INDUCED POLflRIZRTION RND RESISTIVITY SURVEY



f oearocn near ounace fi* —————————————————————— w. o. 1 —————————————————————————— *
GHOST

DIPOLE
COORDI

RIVER ' BASE LINE 0+99 X=200F RHO ODHM-M)

NUMBER 12 13 14 15 IS 17
NflTE 1S99E 2200E 2603E 3030E

! 8 1 9 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119
3409E 3399E 4200E 4600E 5000E 5 49 0 E

INTERPRETATION .

1035 

634

143yr/ 555 x \ 269 x/ \774/ 'A164 159 •sx 93 

14MX 590/' ...339 /^ 1501 600 N^N18Jy^22S 

345^X^95 x/279/ ^697 ^x 3S7 \604 NJ,242 

1499^X^265 ^ 498 343 349 \ 745 

617 265 392

129 121 137^ 162 187^.- 215 N"l-

163 183 189/228 274 291 N = 2 -

229 247 273 280/^50 395 N = 3-

318 325 367 389 465 N^4 - 

415 494 H = 5 -

DWG . NO . - I . P - 8748-I2B

PERREX RESOURCES INC
GHOST RIVER PROPERTY 

DISTRICT OF COCHRflNE ' ONTflRIO

LINE HO .-BflSE LINE

GHOST RIVER ' EflSE LINE X=200F PHflSE (l.0HZ?

DIPOLE NUMBER
COORDINATE 1800E

l 2 l 3 l 4 l 5 l 6 T
2200E 2600E 3000E 3400E

9 l 1QI 11 l 12 l 13 l 14 l 15 16 17
3800E 4200E 4600E 5000E

INTERFRETflTION
-.4

-.7

-.1

-t-

.8

18 ,L19^
5400E

-X—X: -N X-

T^-T -TT
-X—X—>

k l

PLOTTING 
POINT ——

SURFfiCE PROJECTION OF flNOMflLOUS ZONE

DEFINITE mi •••-
PROBfiBLE .........i
POSSIBLE •k-*.'*'*-*

GHOST RIVER ' BflSE

DIPOLE NUMBER
COORDINATE 1800E
INTERPRETftTION
N^ -.3 ^ 

H-Z -.5 .1 

N = 3 -.03 ^ -^4 

-.01 .1 .1 

0 .1 

N = 6

LINE 0-1-00

1 2 ~1 3
2200E

.2 .4 

.06 3. 

J .Z

.5 .4

.5

X"200F METAL FACTOR

14 15 16 17 18 19
2690E 3B00E 3400E

.8 .8 \ 1 

.2 .5 .8 

J .5 

.3 .2

110 1 11 i ....12 1 131
3800E 4200E

1.3

.9 .6 

^i .4

.3 .6

14 115
4600E

-H^—M'

.8 

.5 .3 

.1 

2.

1 161 17 1 18 1 19
5990E 5400E

s .7 S S H'l -

*3 ftO m^f " fc

.4 .3 N^3 - 

.4 .2 N = 4 - 

.2 N = 5 -

FREQUENCY <HERT2^ 
1.0 HZ.

NOTE- CONTOURS 
FIT LOGRRITHMIC 
INTERVflLS. l,-t.5 
-2.. -3, -5, -7 . 5,-16

1987

WfiLCER GEOPHYSICS LTD
INDUCED POLflRIZRTION flND RESISTIVITY SURVEY



A J-
Ministry of
Northern Development
an^Unes

(/JllSO.QOlfA Mining Act

Report of Work Coi 
After Recording Cli

a.nes* ELLIOTT 900
Personal Information collected on this form Is obtained under the authority of the Mining Act. This Information will be used for correspondence. Out ., *oout 
this collection should be directed to the Provincial Manager, Mining Lands, Ministry of Northern Development and Mines, Fourth Floor, 16ft Cedar Street, 
Sudbury, Ontario, P3E 6A5, telephone (705) 670-7264. 2*1469
Instruction*: - Please type or print and submit In duplicate. **

- Refer to the Mining Act and Regulations for requirements of filing assessment work or consult the Mining 
Recorder.

- A separate copy of this form must be completed for each Work Group.
- Technical reports and maps must accompany this form In duplicate.
- A sketch, showing the claims the work is assigned to, must accompany this form.

Recorded
PERR1X INC.

Client No. 
if /sue?

Address Telephone No. 
fa f) St 7-7oy7

Mining Division

TSalei

Township/Area M or Q Plan No.

Li
i

To: at ,

Work P- i^uned (Check One Work Group Only)
Work Group Type

Geotechnical Survey - GHOST GKID
Physical Work, 
Including Drilling

Rehabilitation

Other Authorized 
Work

uu z 5 1992

Assays MINING UNDS BRANCH
Assignment f om

Total •n\ Work Claimed on the Attached Statement of Costs S
rffr

Note: i ria Minister may reject for assessment work credit all or part of the assessment work submitted If the recorded 
holder cannot verify expenditures claimed In the statement of costs within 30 days of a request for verification.

Persons and Survey Company Who Performed the Work (Give Name and Address of Author of Report) ,
Name Address

VAWUE.R

, PW.fc.,?. OnKn'o

(attach a schedule If necessary)
:

Cert? on of Beneficial Interest * See Note No. 1 on reverse side
Bate Recorded Holder or Agent (Signature)l c- it at the time the work was performed, the claims covered in this work 

ret**i - - J recorded In the current holder's name or held under a beneficial Interest 
by the current recorded holder. ———————————- IP/12-

Certification of Work Report
l certify that l have a personal knowledge of the facts set forth In this Work report, having periormed the work or witnessed same during and/or after 
tts completion and annexed report Is true. __________________________________————————————

Name and Address of Pereon Certifying

CertlfleJ By (Signature)Telepone No. DltT
lo

For Office Use Only
Total Value Cr. Recorded Date Recorded

Date Notice for Amendments Sent

0241 (93IV1)
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WORK REPORT 
NUMBER FOR 
APPLYING 
RESERVE

-

CLAIM 
NUMBER

L 7-s? 3W
L 7JtHo|^

t- 7 i* Hot:

L im*io\/

L TJtMoS"^

L TltoVob r

u 73 H 0 ?^

L7SMog.

L 7;*fcoi-
L 7*r6oa-

L ?me.V

L 75*fcOH^

L 75rfcoS"^

L ?lfcfeofj '

L 75*607^

L 73^foo*' x

L 73*\ 2/i?-

L 7311W

L 7S*U3H

LTJIii'S'

L7-i*mt
L 731=1*7' 

MSteJf" 

L 75*}:i3V

U

NO.OF 
CLAIM 
UNITS

1
l

1
(
1

j
i

)

l

1

1

1
i

l

l
1

1
1
i

1

1

1 

1 

1

VALUE OF 
ASSESSMENT 
WORK DONE Of 
THIS CLAIM
1 /fej.oo
jf VJo.oo
1 371.00
J /VI. oo
1 304.00

Jf 41-5.00

3 ZU.OO

9 /oy. oo

4 ^7.00

f 371-00

^ m.oo
J| 3iJ-.OD

Af ^^5 ̂  * v^x

t WDO

4 avt.oo

Jf 21-3-00

y ZLfr.oo

1 ZOfc - 00

J/ y/a.eo

l a^.oo

Jf A.^.oo

^i roj - oo

f /o , fytr.oo

VALUE 
APPLIED TO 
THIS CLAIM
^ /fe*.oo
f 4"oo-oo
^ Voo-oo

t IS). 06

j| Soo. oo
t V00.00

j ^fc-oo

^ los. 00

X/ Voo.oo

4 S7I.OO

e nH-oo
J, 2JST-00

J) 23S.OO

y yoo.oo

i ^H2-00

i ZH.oo

j/ ^^t•oo
j SOfc.OD

J /V7.-00.

J 2 2. If -00

1 Ai^.oo

-flf V

o

0

RI

MININ

VALUE 
ASSIGNED 
FROM 
THIS CLAIM

o
f Jo.oo

6
0
0

ir ir- oo
o

o

•* V7.oo

0

0

0

0

j 97.00
o

0

o
o

o
o

0

r**.
jff -*2//' 

jf" —J1/'/' nn* "' r ' "u

UG 2 5 1992

LANDS BRA

1188.60

RESERVE: 
WORK TO BE 
CLAIMED At A 
FUTURE DATE

-

-

CH

TOTAL NO. 
OF CLAIMS OF WORK DONE OF WORK ' ASSIGNED RESERVE 

1 -- " APPLIED FROM



Onta/jp

Ministry of
Northern Development
andMines

du
Developpement du Nord 
et des mines

Statement of Costs 
for Assessment Credit
litat des coQts aux fins 
du credit devaluation
Mining Act/Lol sur lea mines

Transaction NO./N* de transaction

Personal information collected on this form Is obtained under the authority 
of the Mining Act. This Information will be used lo maintain a record and 
ongoing status of the mining clalm(s). Questions about this collection should 
be directed to the Provincial Manager, Minings Lands, Ministry of Northern 
Development and Mines, 4th Floor, 159 Cedar Street, Sudbury, Ontario 
P3E 6A5. telephone (705) 670-7264.

Les renseignements personnels contenus dans la presente formule sont 
recuelllis en vertu de la Lo) *ur tot mines et serviront a tenlr a jour un reglstre 
des concessions mlnleres. Adresser toute queslton sur la collece de ces 
renseignements au chef provincial des terrains mlnlers, ministere du 
Devetoppement du Nord et des Mines, 159, rue Cedar, 4* etage, Sudbury 
(Ontario) P3E 6A5, telephone (705) 670-7264.

1. Direct Costs/CoOts directs

Type

Wage* 
Salalrw

Contractor'* 
and Consultant's 
Fee* 
Drolts de 
I'entrepreneur 
et de I'expert- 
consell

Supplies Used 
Fournltures 
utllisee*

Equ!, RenU- 
Loc* n de 
mate r *l

Description

Labour 
Maln-d'oeuvre
Field Supervision 
Supervision sur le terrain

TypetP 5u.rgey 
)0.7t I.M&IIS.M/I.M
^orNSu.lfm(j CftophijSt'ci'lf 

lOdtUji fijSeo.eo/ifan

Report prt.fMr*j;bfi

Type
fMllOkT, d*LfWc*a*. 
pSfruAo^ec-TionS

wVif t. priAVi/top^'n^

Type

Amount 
Montant

t /Oj Mi .00

f f, 000 .00

1 lf ooo ' oo

I AOO.OO

t /M. 00

Total Direct Costs 
Total des coOts directs

Totals 
Total global

i /t,tw,.*o

l 300.00

1 IWttfiO

o x to'/*
Note: The recorded holder will be required to verify expenditures claimed in 

this statement of costs within 30 days of a request for verification. If 
verification is not made, the Minister may reject for assessment work 
all or part of the assessment work submitted.

2. Indirect Costs/CoOts Indlrects
* * Note: When claiming Rehabilitation work Indirect costs are not 

allowable as assessment work. 
Pour le remboursement des travaux de rehabilitation, les 
coOts Indirects ne sont pas admlssibles en tant que travaux 
devaluation.

Type

Transportation 
Transport

RE
A 

MINING

Food and 
Lodging 
Nourrltur* et 
hebergement t
Mobilization and 
Demobilization 
Mobilisation et 
demobilisation

Description
Type ^-*4- fr*c.k ® 
10 Atjuft, Gf 5o-oo Attuj

CEIV^O
JG 2 5 1992

LANDS BRAiC: .'

^o^M
fer 4oea*A t Peru* 
/oo.oo /do.^ j pt,rf9t.

F(*U- rw.Ve -for 
^ orewj

Amount 
Montant

t 500.00

Totals 
Total global

1 500.00

f ̂  ooo.oo tt ̂ ooo.ofl

1 2,000.00

Sub Total of Indirect Costs 
Total partlel des coOts Indlrects

Amount Allowable (not greater than 20H of Direct Costs) 
Montant admissible (n'excedant pas 20 H des coOts directs)
Total Value of Assessment Credit Valeur total* du credit 
(Total of Direct and Allowable devaluation 
Indirect eoitil (Total dM MOtf dlrtetl

4 2,000.00

f 6,500.00

f 3( 313.oo

SlOJIffhoo
et Indirect! tdmlulbtoi

Note : Le titulaire enreglsU6 sera tenu de verifier les depenses demandees dans 
le present etat des couts dans les 30 jours sulvant une demande a cet 
effet. SI la verification n'est pas effectuee. le mlnlstre pout rejeter tout 
ou une partie des travaux devaluation presentes.

Filing Discounts

1. We t led within two years of completion is claimed at 10O^fe of 
th( -; Total Value of Assessment Credit.

2. W; .se, four or five years after completion Is claimed at 
SQo/t oi . x.- above Total Value of Assessment Credit. See 
calculations below:

Total Value fif Assessment Credit 
J g^ 'ftof.nA X 0.50

TotaTAl 
/O,

ient Claimed 
.00

Remises pour depdt

1. Les travaux deposes dans les deux ans sulvant leur achievement sont 
rembourses a 100 •to de la valeur totale susmentionnee du credit devaluation.

2. Les travaux deposes trois, quatre ou cinq ans apres leur achievement 
sont rembourses a 50 •M) de la valeur totale du credit devaluation 
susmentionne. Volr les calculs cl-dessous.

Valeur totale du credit devaluation
X 0,50

Evaluation totale demandee

Certification Verifying Statement of Costs

l hereby certify:
that the amounts shown are as accurate as possible and these costs 
were Incurred while conducting assessment work on the lands shown 
on the accompanying Report of Work form.

" ' *ded HoldeK Agent^Posltlon In Company)

to make this certification

Attestation de I'etat des coQts

J'atteste par la presente :
que les montants indiques sont le plus exact possible et que ces 
depenses ont et6 engagees poUr effectuer les travaux devaluation 
sur les terrains indiques dans la formule de rapport de travail ci-joint.

l am authorized Et qu'a tltre de je suis autorlse
(titulaire enreglstre, representanl, posts occupe dans la compagnle)

a faire cette attestation.
Signature Date

0212 (0*91) Nota : Dans cotte formula, lorsqu'll designe des personnes, le masculin esl utilise au sens neutre.



tario

Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

Ministers du 
Developpement du Nord 
et des Mines

Mining Lands Branch 
Geoscience Approvals Section 
933 Ramsey Lake Road 
6th Floor 
Sudbury, Ontario 
P3E 6B5

Telephone: 
Fax:

(705) 670-5853 
(705) 670-5863

October 14, 1992 Our File: 2.14694
Transaction #W9280. 00149

Mining Recorder
Ministry of Northern Development
and Mines
4 Government Road East
Kirkland Lake, Ontario
P2N 1A2

Dear Sir/Madam:

Subject: APPROVAL OF ASSESSMENT WORK CREDITS ON MINING CLAIMS 
L736847 ET AL, IN HARKER AND ELLIOTT TOWNSHIPS

The assessment work credits for the Geophysical Survey filed under 
section 14 of the Mining Act Regulations have been approved as 
originally filed.

The approval date is October 7, 1992.

Please indicate this approval on your claim record sheets.

Yours sincerely,

Ron C. Gashinski
Senior Manager, Mining Lands Branch
Mines and Minerals Division

•LJ/jl 
Enclosures:

cc: Resident Geologist
Kirkland Lake, Ontario

'Assessment Files Office 
Toronto, Ontario
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DRAWN : S.lrN. 

DATE SEPT. 1967^

INTERPRETED: ^

LEGEND

O.B. ~ OVERBURBURDEN 

B . R. ~ BEDROCK 

O. C. - OUTCROP

- BOUNDARY OF APPROXIMATELY EQUAL 
RESISTIVITY IN BEDROCK

- ANOMALIES DESIGNATED FOR DETAIL 
MEASUREMENTS

DEFINITE —————— T) HRRROM 
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X - 200'
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